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PROCESS FOR DISPLAYING A USER INTERFACE WHICH CALLS 
ATTENTION TO EMAILS FROM BRANDED/CERTIFIED SENDERS, 

WHITE LIST SENDERS AND FRAUDULENT EMAILS 

82 

WEB BROWSER LAUNCHES AND 
STARTS PUBLISHING EVENTS 

/ 84 

VALUE ADDED PROCESS LAUNCHES 
AND STARTS MONITORNG EVENTS 

VALUE ADDED PROCESS DETECTS AN EVENT 
THAT INDICATES THE BROWSER HAS BEEN 
DIRECTED TO THE WEBMAIL PAGE OF THE WEB 
MAIL SERVER UPON WHICH THE USER MAINTAINS 
ANEMAIL ACCOUNT 

AFTER THE USER LOGS INTO THE WEBMAIL 
SERVER, THE WEBMAIL SERVER SENDSA PAGE 
DISPLAYING THE USER'S INBOX (OR WHATEVER 
OTHER VIEW THE USER RECQUESTS SUCH AS 
SENT, TRASH, ETC.) WHEN THE USER REQUESTS 
A LIST VIEW OF HIS OR HER INBOX 

VALUE ADDED PROCESS DETECTS THIS 
EVENT AND DOES FETCH OF HEADER OF 
EACHEMAL DISPLAYED 

TO FIG. 9B 

VALUE-ADDED PROCESS 

FIG. 9A 
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FROM FIG. 9A 
a sat - - . . 92 

VALUE ADDED PROCESS EXAMINES 
INFORMATION RETRIEVED FROMWEB 
MAIL SERVER FOR EACHEMAIL AND 
DETERMINES WHICHEMAILS CONTAIN 

STEMPS 

IF STEMP IS NOT IN HEADER OF AN EMAIL BUT 
HEADER CONTAINSA FLAG THAT THERE ISA 
STEMP, VALUE ADDED PROCESS RETRIEVES 

STEMPS FOR STEMPED EMAILS AND RETRIEVES 
DIGITAL SIGNATURES OF DIGITALLY SIGNED 
EMAILS IF SIGNATURE IS NOT IN HEADER 

PORTIONAL READY RETRIEVED 

VALUE ADDED PROCESS DECRYPTS STEMPS 
AND REGENERATES DIGITAL SIGNATURE FROM 

SAME PARTS OF THE EMAIL WHICH WERE 
ORIGINALLY USED TO GENERATE THE DIGITAL 

a SIGNATURE 

DECRYPTED STEMP AND REGENERATED DIGITAL 
SIGNATURE OF EACH SIGNED AND/OR STEMPED 
EMAIL ARE SENT BACK TO ASSIGNEE SERVER 

FOR VERIFICATION 

OO / 
EMAIL ADDRESS OF SENDER OR OTHER 

INFORMATION IDENTIFYING SENDER OF EACH 
EMAIL IN THE VIEW BEING DISPLAYED ARE SENT 
BY THE VALUE ADDED PROCESS BACK TO THE 
ASSIGNEE SERVER WITH A REQUEST TO SEND 
BACK STATUS INFORMATION ON EACH SENDER 

1 O2 

ASSIGNEE SERVER WERFES STEMP AND DIGITAL 
SIGNATURE AND IDENTIFIES EACHEMAIL THAT S 
LEGITIMATE AND EACH WHICH IS NOT LEGTMATE 

TO FIG. 9C 

FIG. 9B 
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FROM FIG. 9B 

ASSIGNEE SERVER SENDS BACK INFORMATION 
ABOUT STATUS OF EACHEMAIL SENDER TO VALUE 

ADDED PROCESS 

VALUE ADDED PROCESS USES STATUS INFORMATION 
AND LEGITIMACY INFORMATION AND IDENTITY 

INFORMATION TO REGUESTASSIGNEE SERVER TO 
DOWNLOAD LOGOS OF CERTIFIED/BRANDED SENDERS 

AND WHITE LIST SENDERS 

VALUE ADDED PROCESS USES HOOKS INSTALLED IN 
RENDERING PROCESS OF OPERATING SYSTEMAND/OR 
WEB BROWSER TO REDIRECT DATA DEFINING SCREEN 
VIEW TO BE RENDERED TO A PROCESS WHICH MODIFIES 

SUCH DATA TO ADD BRANDED SENDER LOGOS IN 
PREDETERMINED LOCATIONS TO EMAILS DISPLAYED 
FOR BRANDED SENDERS AND TO ADD WHTE LIST 
LOGOSTO DISPLAYS OF WHITE LISTEMAILS AND TO 
ADD FRAUD LOGOS TO EMAILS THAT HAVE BEEN 

DETERMINED TO BE FRAUDULENT 

FIG. 9C . 
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PROCESS FOR COOPERATING WITH AN E-MAIL CLIENT TO 
CREATE AUSER INTERFACE WHICH CALLSATTENTION TO 
EMAILS FROM BRANDED/CERTIFIED SENDERS, WHITE LIST 

SENDERS AND FRAUDULENT EMAILS 

110 

E-MAIL CLENT LAUNCHES AND STARTS 
PUBLISHING EVENTS 

7-112 
VALUE ADDED PROCESS LAUNCHES AND 
STARTS MONITORING EVENTS 

114 / 
VALUE ADDED PROCESS DETECTS AN EVENT 
THAT INDICATES THE E-MAIL CLENT HAS 
LOGGED INTO AN E-MAIL SERVER UPON WHICH 
THE USER MANTAINS AN E-MAILACCOUNT 

AFTER THE E-MAIL CLIENT LOGS INTO THE 
E-MAIL SERVER, THE E-MAIL SERVER SENDS 
TO THE E-MAIL CLIENT NEW E-MAILS THAT IT 
HAS BEEN STORING, AND THIS EVENTIS 
PUBLISHED BY THE E-MAIL SERVER 

118 

E-MAIL CLENT RECEIVES COMMAND TO 
DISPLAY CONTENTS OF A SPECIFIED BOX 
AND PUBLISHES AN EVENT 

VALUE ADDED PROCESS DETECTS THE 
EVENT INDICATING THE DESIRED VIEW 
AND DOES FETCH OF HEADER OF EACH 
E-MAIL DISPLAYED IN THE DESERED VIEW 

TO FIG. OB 

FIG 1 OA 
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FROM FIG. 1 OA 122 

VALUE ADDED PROCESS EXAMINES INFORMATION 
RETRIEVED FROM E-MAIL CLIENT FOREACH E-MAIL 
AND DETERMINES WHICH E-MAILS CONTAIN STEMPS 

124 

IF STEMP IS NOT IN HEADER OF AN EMAIL BUT HEADER 
CONTAINSA FLAG THAT THERE IS A STEMP, VALUE ADDED 
PROCESS RETRIEVES STEMPS FOR STEMPED EMAILS AND 
RETRIEVES DIGITAL SIGNATURES OF DIGITALLY SIGNED 
EMAILS IF SIGNATURE IS NOT IN HEADER PORTION AREADY 
RETRIEVED 

126 

VALUE ADDED PROCESS DECRYPTS STEMPS AND 
RECONSTRUCTING DIGITAL SIGNATURE FOREACH 
STEMPED E-MAIL AND EACH DIGITALLY SIGNED E-MAIL 

7-128 
DECRYPTED STEMP AND RECONSTRUCTED DIGITAL 
SIGNATURE OF EACH SIGNED AND/OR STEMPED E-MAIL 
ARE SENT BACK TO ASSIGNEE SERVER FORVERIFICATION 

7-130 
EMAIL ADDRESS OF SENDER OR OTHER INFORMATION 
IDENTIFYING SENDER OF EACHEMAIL IN THE VIEW BEING 
DISPLAYED ARE ALSO SENT BY THE VALUE ADDED 
PROCESS BACK TO THE ASSIGNEE SERVER ALONG WITH 
THE DECRYPTED STEMP AND DECRYPTED DIGITAL 
SIGNATURE INFORMATION WITH A REGUEST TO SEND BACK 
STATUS INFORMATION ON EACH SENDER INDICATING WHICH 
E-MAILS ARE FROMWHITE LIST SENDERS, WHICHARE FROM 
BRANDED/CERTIFIED SENDERS, WHICHE-MAILS ARE 
FRAUDULENT AND WHICHARE NONE OF THE ABOVE 

TO FIG. OC 

FIG. 1 OB 
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FROM FIG. 1 OB 
132 

ASSIGNEE SERVERVERIFIES STEMP AND 
RECONSTRUCTED DIGITAL SIGNATURE AND 
IDENTIFIESEACHEMAIL THAT IS LEGITIMATE 

AND EACH WHICH IS NOT LEGITMATE 

134 

ASSIGNEE SERVER SENDS BACK INFORMATION 
ABOUT STATUS AND IDENTITY (MEMBER NUMBER) 

OF EACH E-MAIL SENDER TO VALUE ADDED PROCESS 
INCLUDING INFORMATION REGARDING WHETHER 
EACH STEMPED AND/OR SIGNED E-MAIL APPEARS 
TO BE LEGTMATE BASED UPON DECRYPTION OF 

STEMP AND DIGITAL SIGNATURE THEREN 

/ 136 
VALUE ADDED PROCESS USES STATUS INFORMATION 

AND LEGTMACY INFORMATION AND DENTITY 
INFORMATION TO REGUESTASSIGNEE SERVER TO 

DOWNLOAD LOGOS OF CERTIFIED/BRANDED SENDERS 
AND WHTE LIST SENDERS 

138 

VALUE ADDED PROCESS USES HOOKS INSTALLED IN 
RENDERING PROCESS OF OPERATING SYSTEM 

AND/OR E-MAIL CLIENT TO REDIRECT DATA DEFINING 
SCREEN VIEW TO BE RENDERED TO A PROCESS WHICH 
MODIFIES SUCH DATA TOADD BRANDED SENDER LOGOS 
N PREDETERMINED LOCATIONS TO E-MAILS DISPLAYED 
FOR BRANDED SENDERS AND TO ADD WHITE LIST LOGOS 
TO DISPLAYS OF WHITE LIST E-MAILS AND TO ADD FRAUD 
LOGOS TO E-MAILS THAT HAVE BEEN DETERMINED TO BE 

FRAUDULENT 

FIG. OC 
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D1: FLOW DAGRAM FOR DISPLAYING EXTERNAL 
SENDER DATA (MOUSEOVER PROCESS). 

21 O 

AASSIGNEE SERVER SYSTEM WHICH 
STORES PERSONALIZED DATA FOR A 
PLURALITY OF USERS STORES 
PERSONALIZED DATA FOR A SENDER. 

212 

214 

216 

RECEIVING MAIL USERAGENT REGUESTS 
PERSONALIZED DATA FROMASSIGNEE 

SERVER SYSTEM. 

218 

ASSIGNEE SERVER SYSTEM RECEIVES 
REGUEST. 

/ 22O 
ASSIGNEE SERVER SYSTEM APPLIES 

DATA ACCESS POLICIES (IF ANY) BEFORE 
RETURNING SENDER PERSONALIZED DATA. 

t 222 

MAIL USER AGENT RECEIVES SENDER 
PERSONALIZED DATA. 

224 

MAILUSERAGENT DISPLAYS PERSONALIZED 
SENDER DATA NASSOCATION WITH AN EMAIL. 

FIG. 17 
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D2: FLOW DIAGRAM FOR PRESENTING AN 
UNSUBSCRIBE INTERFACE 

226 

SENDER CREATES AN UNSUBSCRIBE WEB 
SERVICE. 

- 228 

THE UNSUBSCRIBE SERVICE LINK IS STORED 
AS SENDER DATA ON A SERVER SYSTEM. 

230 

SENDER EMAILS RECEIVER, 

- 232 

RECEIVER RECEIVES EMAIL. 

234 

MAILUSERAGENT REQUESTSSENDER 
INFORMATION FROM THE SERVER SYSTEM. 

236 

SERVER SYSTEMRECEIVES RECQUEST. 

238 
SERVER SYSTEM RETURNS SENDER 

INFORMATION INCLUDING THE UNSUBSCRIBE 
WEBSERVICE LINK. 

240 

MAILUSERAGENT RECEIVES THE SENDER 
UNSUBSCRIBE WEB SERVICE LINK. 

242 

MAIL USERAGENT DISPLAYS A BUTTON IN 
ASSOCATION WITH THE EMAIL FOR 
UNSUBSCRIBING TO SENDER EMAILS. 
(PRESSING THE BUTTONINVOKES THE 

UNSUBSCRIBE LINK.) 

FIG. 18 
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D3: FLOW DIAGRAM FOR PRESENTING 
FRECQUENCY METRICS 

AN EMAIL CLIENT SENDSATUPLE CONTAINING THE 
SENDER AND RECEIVER OF AN EMAIL TO A SERVER 

WHENEVER AN EMAIL ISSENT OR RECEIVED. 
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244 

245 

THE ASSIGNEE SERVER UPDATES A COUNT OF THE 
DIFFERENTTUPLES IN ASSOCATION WITH THE 

SENDER DATA AND RECEIVER DATA. 

2 

SENDER EMAILS RECEIVER 

RECEIVER RECEIVES EMAIL. 

MAIL USERAGENT REGUESTSA COUNT FROM THE 

46 

248 

250 

SERVER ON THE NUMBER OF EMAILS BETWEEN 
THE SENDER AND RECEIVER, 

252 

254 

(SERVER systEMRETURNS THE count.) 
256 h 5 

MAIL USERAGENT RECEIVES THE COUNT 
FROM THE SERVER SYSTEM. 

258 

MALUSERAGENT DISPLAYS THE COUNT IN THE 
FORM OF STARS WHERE MORE STARS ARE 

DISPLAYED FOR A HIGHERRANGE OF COUNTS. 

FIG. 19 
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D4: FLOW DAGRAM FOR PRESENTING EMAILS 
AS FRAUDULENT 

260 

A SENDER STORES A POLICY FOR PRESENTING 
EMAILS AS FRAUDULENT ON A SERVER SYSTEM. 
THE POLICY IS THAT ALL MAIL WHICH HAS NOT 
PASSED AN AUTHENTICATION AND INTEGRITY 
CHECK MUST BE PRESENTED AS FRAUDULENT. 

262 

A FRAUDULENT SENDER EMAILS RECEIVER 
CLAIMING TO BE FROM THE SENDER. 

264 

THE SENDER'S MAIL TRANSFERAGENT DOES 
NOT DIGITALLY SIGN THE EMAIL. 

26 

THE RECEIVER'S MAIL TRANSFERAGENT 
CHECKS FOR ADIGITAL SIGNATURE AND 

DOES NOT FIND ONE. 

A HEADER SADDED TO THE EMAIL 
INDICATING THAT AUTHENTICATION FALED. 

70 2 

RECEIVER RECEIVES EMAIL. 
272 

MAIL USERAGENT REGUEST SENDER DATA 
ra FROM THE SERVER 

274 

SERVER SYSTEM RECEIVES RECUEST. 

v 276 

SERVER SYSTEM RETURNS SENDER DATA 
NCLUDING THE FRAUD POLICY. 

278 

MAIL USERAGENT RECEIVES THE FRAUD 
POLICY FROM THE SERVER. 

28O 

HAVING SATISFIED THE SENDER'S FRAUD 
POLICY, THE MAILUSERAGENT PRESENTSAS 

FRAUDULENT BY DISPLAYING ASPECIAL 
|CONNEXT TO T. 

6 

268 

FIG. 20 
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D5: FLOW DAGRAM FOR A VALUE ADDED PROCESS 
WHICH CHECKS AUTHENTICATION AND INTEGRITY 

AND DISPLAYS A TRUEMARK 

282 

WEB BROWSER LAUNCHES AND STARTS 
PUBLISHING EVENTS 

- 284 

VALUE ADDED PROCESS MONITORS EVENTS 

286 

VALUE ADDED PROCESS DETECTS ANEVENT THAT 
INDICATES THE BROWSER HAS BEEN DIRECTED TO A 
WEBMAL PAGE ON WHICH THE USER HAS AN EMAIL 

ACCOUNT 
288 

AFTER THE USER LOGS ONTO THE WEBMAIL SERVICE, THE 
WEBMAIL SERVER SENDSA PAGE DISPLAYING THE USER'S 
INBOX (OR WHATEVER OTHER VIEW THE USER REQUESTS 

SUCH ASSENT, TRASH, ETC.) 
290 

VALUE ADDED PROCESS DETECTS THIS EVENT AND 
FETCHES THE HEADER OF EACHEMAIL DISPLAYED 

292 

VALUE ADDED PROCESS MAKES AWEB SERVICE CALL 
TO RETRIEVE ATRUEMARKCON FOR THE SENDER 

EMAIL ADDRESSES IN THE INBOX. 

294 

A CHECK FOR AUTHENTICATION AND INTEGRITY IS 
MADE. FOR EXAMPLE, IF THE SENDER PUBLISHED 
A DOMAIN KEYS RECORD, THENA DOMAIN KEYS 

VALIDATION CAN BE PERFORMED IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH THE DOMAIN KEYS SPECIFICATION 

296 

THE EMAIL PASSES THE CHECK AND THE TRUEMARK 
CONS DISPLAYED IN ASSOCATION WITH THE EMAIL 

FIG. 21 
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USER INTERFACE FOR EMAIL INBOX TO CALL 
ATTENTON DIFFERENTLY TO OFFERENT 

CLASSES OF EMAIL 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001. With the increasing use of email for communica 
tion between friends and between companies and their 
prospective and existing customers, certain problems have 
arisen. First and foremost is the problem of too much email 
especially from companies and other senders from whom the 
recipient does not particularly want to receive email. 
Because the Volume of email is growing, recipients tend to 
become oblivious to email and ignore it except if it is from 
a friend or a client or somebody the recipient knows and 
wants to hear from. As a result, recipients of unwanted email 
may delete important marketing or recall or other messages 
from companies that arrive along with many other unwanted 
messages. 

0002 Companies need a way to draw attention to their 
email so as to segregate it from other email thereby provid 
ing a better chance that their emails will be received and read 
by users who are bombarded with unwanted emails from 
many senders. 
0003 Companies also want a way to reassure users that 
when a user receives an email from the company, that the 
email is authentic and from that company and not somebody 
trying to pass themselves off as that company as a "phisher. 
Phishing is a new development in the email world and 
involves unscrupulous individuals conning email users and 
browser users into believing they are communicating with 
an entity they want to communicate with when they are 
actually communicating with somebody they do not want to 
communicate with. This can severely damage the reputation 
of a company, so any methodology by which legitimate 
companies can protect their customers from phishers and 
communicate this fact to their customers and email recipi 
ents would be welcome addition to the marketing efforts of 
these companies. 
0004 Email recipients are especially interested in emails 
from their friends, clients, business associates and other 
persons with whom they want to communicate. It is impor 
tant to these users that such emails be brought to their 
attention so as to stand out in their inboxes from all the other 
emails they receive. 
0005 Finally, email recipients have an interest in pro 
tecting themselves from phishing attacks. It is useful to 
email recipients to have emails that have been confirmed to 
be fraudulent brought to their attention such that they stand 
out in the users inbox from all the other user's emails. 

0006. A recent example involving Microsoft highlights 
the gravity of this problem. This story was published in the 
Feb. 14, 2005 issue of Newsweek at page 12. An MSN user 
received an email indicating there was something wrong 
with her account and she was directed to go a URL provided 
in the email and re-enter her credit card number. At that 
URL, an official looking web page purporting to be hosted 
by Microsoft Network appeared, but it was a fake. The user 
was suspicious and referred the email to her son-in-law who 
worked for Microsoft. Microsoft launched an investigation 
to find out who was behind the fake website. Microsoft has 
a former U.S. Marshal as its lead cyberferret. Beginning in 
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October 2003, Microsoft started an investigation filing suit 
against numerous John Does so it could use Subpoena power 
in it attempt to untangle the convoluted trail of the email and 
the phony web page. The email path dead ended at an ISP 
in India, so the investigation turned its focus to the owner of 
the fake web page. Every web page has a URL which is 
traceable to the service that hosts it. But these URLs can lead 
to other addresses assigned by other ISPs or co-location 
services. With each round, a subpoena had to be served on 
the hosting ISP to find out who was paying for the service. 
The first round led to a company in San Fransciso. The 
second round led to another hosting service in San Fran 
cisco. Round three led to a free "re-direction service' in 
Austria. There the trail would have ended because the 
subpoena power of the U.S. courts does not extend beyond 
U.S. borders. However, luckily, the Austrian owner of the 
re-direction service hates phishers, and voluntarily provided 
the information. This information led to yet another internet 
address owned by Quest. A subpoena of Quest led to 
Microsoft itself: an address assigned to a Microsoft user who 
was a 69 year old man living in Davenport, Iowa. The man 
had a 21 year old grandson, Harris, who lived in his house 
and was a computer geek but who worked for Blockbuster. 
Microsoft then went to the FBI which searched the house in 
2004 and siezed Harris' three computers. Microsoft then 
sued Harris who did not respond. Microsoft obtained a three 
million dollar default judgment. Good luck collecting on 
that. The real damage to Microsoft was in the possible losses 
to its customers from Successful phishing attacks and the 
large amount of money and time consumed in the investi 
gation. 

0007. Therefore, a need has arisen for a user interface and 
method of operating a computer to provide a protected email 
space where customers of the service can send emails and 
have their recipients free of fear that the emails are from 
phishers and wherein the emails are set apart from other 
emails in some distinctive way. Preferably, the needed 
system will provide an email inbox which brings to the 
attention of the user in different ways emails which are 
known to be from particular companies, emails which are 
from friends, clients, etc. on a users white list and emails 
which are known to be fraudulent. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0008. The teachings of the technology claimed herein 
contemplate a user interface for displaying a list view of 
emails and calling attention in any way to certain emails in 
the list view which are in certain categories. The claims call 
for apparatus and processes and computer readable medium 
carrying instructions which control a computer to create user 
interface displays which call attention to the one or more 
categories of emails differently. In the preferred embodi 
ment, four different categories of email exist, each of which 
is called attention to differently. In other alternative embodi 
ments, single categories of email are called attention to set 
them apart from all other emails. For example, branded 
emails from Subscribers who have passed a due diligence 
inquiry and proven that they have a registered trademark 
will have their emails set apart from all other emails by a 
display of their corporate logo or trademark in the sender 
column of a list view of emails viewed using a web browser 
or email client. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0009 FIG. 1 is a diagram of the hardware and software 
environment in which a Truemark based embodiment is 
practiced. 

0010 FIG. 2 is a screen shot of an email client inbox 
which is displayed when the computer is being operated in 
accordance with the teachings of one embodiment. 
0011 FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a typical system in 
which the genus of processes using graphics such as buddy 
lists to call attention to emails occurs. 

0012 FIG. 4 is a diagram of the first species in the 
antiphishing genus where the authentication/integrity check 
and sender policy check are done at different locations. 
0013 FIG. 5 is a diagram of the environment in which 
another species in the antiphishing genus is performed 
where the authentication/integrity check and sender policy 
check are done at the mail transfer agent. 
0014 FIG. 6 is a diagram of the environment in which 
another species in the antiphishing genus is performed 
where the authentication/integrity check and sender policy 
check are done at the mail user agent. 
0.015 FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a hardware architec 
ture in which certain embodiments are practiced. 
0016 FIG. 8 is one possible software architecture which 
shows the various software programs and physical layer 
interface to the internet which forms one possible environ 
ment in which certain embodiments are carried out. 

0017 FIG. 9, comprised of FIGS. 9A through 9C, is a 
flow diagram of one embodiment of how one species of the 
value added process cooperates with a web browser, a web 
mail server and the assignee server and the client computer 
TCP/IP stack to generate user interface displays in accor 
dance with a class of embodiments using Stemps. 
0018 FIG. 10, comprised of FIGS. 10A through 10C, is 
a flow diagram of how one species of a value added process 
cooperates with an email client on a client computer, an 
email server and the assignee server and the client computer 
TCP/IP stack to generate user interface displays in accor 
dance with another class of embodiments. 

0019 FIG. 11 is a screenshot of the preferred form of user 
interface display that occurs when an event called the 
branded mouseover occurs in some embodiments. 

0020 FIG. 12 is a screen shot showing one embodiment 
of a buddy mouseover popup display which occurs when a 
user passes the mouse cursor over a white list email cur 
rently being displayed. 

0021 FIG. 13 is an a process flow diagram showing the 
preferred class of processes regarding how emails are 
authenticated and categorized and displayed with Truemark 
branding. 

0022 FIG. 14 is a protocol flow diagram of one embodi 
ment of a process implemented by uniquely programmed 
computers to do the authentication and integrity checking 
embodiments. 

0023 FIG. 15 is a flow diagram of another embodiment 
for doing authentication and integrity checking. 
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0024 FIG. 16 is a table that shows one embodiment of 
what is displayed for each different authentication result for 
each different category in embodiments where there are five 
categories: Truemark customer with FUAP set to true: 
Truemark customer with FUAP set to false; white list buddy: 
non member buddy; and non member. 
0.025 FIG. 17 is a flowchart showing the preferred pro 
cess for displaying external sender data. 
0026 FIG. 18 is a flowchart of the preferred process of 
presenting an unsubscribe interface. 
0027 FIG. 19 is a flowchart of a process for presenting 
frequency metrics. 
0028 FIG. 20 is a flowchart of a process for detecting 
fraudulent emails and displaying them with a fraud indica 
tion. 

0029 FIG. 21 is a flow diagram of a preferred embodi 
ment carried out by a value added process to authenticate 
and integrity check incoming emails and display Truemarks. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED AND ALTERNATIVE 

EMBODIMENTS 

0030. One important aspect of at least some embodiments 
of the invention contemplates any process implemented with 
any hardware and any software to increase the trust of email 
communications. The genus of processes for increasing the 
trust of email communications comprises the following 
steps: 

0031 verifying an association between a sender and 
certain trademarks, service marks, copyrighted data, 
Sounds, Smells, jingles, and/or licensed data and/or any 
other humanly perceptible computer behavior hereafter 
known as Truemarks: 

0032 receiving an email from said sender, wherein 
said receiver's domain name may or may not be the 
same as sender's domain name: 

0033 checking said received email for authentication 
and/or integrity; 

0034 using a mail user agent to control a device 
capable of displaying email to display at least some 
information about said received email and use a True 
mark somewhere in the display of information about 
said authenticated and integrity checked email to call 
attention to said email. 

0035) Any species that performs at least these four steps 
will increase the trust of email and is within this particular 
genus of processes. An important part of this genus of 
processes is verifying that an email came from the entity 
which it purports to be from (referred to herein as authen 
tication) and an integrity check. This authentication and 
integrity checking can be done anywhere on the receiving 
side of the email transaction. For example, it can be done at 
an incoming mail transfer agent, an incoming web mail 
server, by an email thick client process. Either sender 
authentication or domain authentication will suffice. Sender 
authentication means that the email is in fact from the sender 
who it purports to be from. Domain authentication means 
that verification that the email came from the domain it 
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purports to be from has occurred. An integrity check means 
that the email has been checked to ensure that it has not been 
altered. 

0036) A mail user agent is any combination of hardware 
and Software that controls a device for displaying emails so 
as to call attention to one or more categories of emails using 
any humanly perceptible means. A mail user agent can be 
one or more Software processes running on a server, a client 
computer, a cell phone, any wireless device that can retrieve 
or display emails, and it can call attention to any one or more 
categories of emails in any one or more of the ways 
described herein or using any other humanly perceptible 
mechanism not described herein. 

0037 Step one of this genus of processes involves veri 
fication the association between the sender and the True 
mark. This is a manual process in the form of a due diligence 
investigation. The preferred method of carrying out this 
process is as follows. All corporate logo or branded senders 
must go through a manual due diligence process of Verifi 
cation before they are allowed to have their registered 
trademarks displayed as Truemarks with their emails. Gen 
erally, in this process, a representative of the assignee visits 
the branded sender and verifies the company is who it says 
it is, and that the company has the exclusive right to use the 
proposed Truemark, as proven by a registration of the 
Truemark at the United States Patent and Trademark Office. 
The branded sender will also have to prove that the person 
requesting the branded sender status and access to the 
protected email space is authorized by the company to make 
Such a request. Foreign branded senders must, in the pre 
ferred embodiment, register their proposed Truemarks at the 
United States Patent and Trademark Office to achieve 
branded sender status. In alternative embodiments, the 
requirement for registration of a mark can be relaxed. 
0038. In some embodiments, branded senders may have 
as their Truemarks unregistered corporate logos or other 
images or designs displayed in the sender column and the 
requirement for registration as a trademark may be relaxed. 
0039. If everything checks out properly in this due dili 
gence process, the Truemark will be authorized and the 
corporate client will be allowed to upload their Truemark to 
a Truemark server 3 in FIG.1. Truemarks may be stored on 
a server but they could also be published. 
0040 Step 2 of the genus is to receive the email. This is 
a conventional process and will not be further discussed. 
0041) Step 3 of the genus is to check each received email 
for authentication and/or integrity. Either or both processes 
will Suffice. Any known process for verifying the email came 
from the sender or domain it purports to be from and/or has 
not been tampered with will suffice to practice this class of 
embodiments. The preferred embodiment uses the Domain 
Keys technology defined in the Yahoo public specification to 
do both authentication and integrity checking. 
0.042 Step 4 of the genus is to use a mail user agent to call 
attention to any email which passed the integrity and/or 
authentication checks of step 3 by displaying or otherwise 
presenting in some humanly perceptible form a Truemark 
associated with the sender along with at least Some infor 
mation pertaining to the email checked in step 3. 
0.043 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of the preferred hardware 
and software environment in which the preferred species 
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within the above described genus of processes is carried out. 
Sender domain name service 1 is a process running on a 
server which can return a public key for that domain. Mail 
user agent 2 is a email recipient’s computer running one or 
more processes that call attention to emails in one or more 
of predetermined categories using any humanly perceptible 
user interface mechanism. Truemark server 3 is a server 
which stores Truemarks. A typical email transaction 
involves an outgoing mail server 4 digitally signs an email 
received from a sender's client computer using a sender 
domains private key. The signed email is sent to the mail 
user agent 2 through the internet 5. The mail user agent 
receives the email and performs authentication and integrity 
checking. It does this by requesting the sender domains 
public key from sender domain name service 1 and verifying 
the digital signature in accordance with the Domain Keys 
public specification published by Yahoo. If the email passes 
the authentication and integrity checks, a Truemark associ 
ated with the sender is retrieved from the Truemark server 3 
and the mail user agent controls the recipient’s computer to 
display at least some information about the email and 
displays a truemark. The preferred way of displaying a 
Truemark is to display the Truemark in place of the sender 
column, as shown at 12 and 21 in FIG. 2. FIG. 2 is a screen 
shot of an email client inbox which is displayed when the 
computer is being operated in accordance one class of 
embodiments. 

0044 Various species within this genus: 1) display the 
information about the email as a summary line in an email 
list view; 2) replacing a column in a list view Summary line 
representation of the received email with a Truemark; 3) 
adding an additional column in a list view of emails in which 
a Truemark is displayed for any email on the list which has 
passed authentication and integrity checking; 4) adding to a 
column in a list view of emails received a Truemark for any 
email which has passed authentication and integrity check 
ing; 5) display information about the email in the form of 
displaying the main body and the header of the email; 6) 
using two or more processes to implement the mail user 
agent; 7) using the mail user agent to check the authentica 
tion and/or integrity of the received email; and 8) using the 
incoming mail server to do the authentication and/or integ 
rity checking of the incoming email. 
Genus of Buddy Icon (or Other Graphic Display) Processes 
0045. The following steps define a genus of processes 
which display graphics such as custom buddy icons associ 
ated with a sender along with at least some information 
about an email from said sender. The graphic can include 
photographs, icons, drawings, scanned images, etc. The 
genus requires that all species within it carry out the fol 
lowing two steps: 

0046 receiving an email from a sender whose domain 
can be different than the domain of the receiver; 

0047 using a mail user agent to control a device 
capable of displaying email to display at least some 
information about said received email and to display a 
graphic associated with said sender somewhere in the 
display of information about said email to call attention 
to said email. 

0048. The first step in this process is receiving an email. 
This is a conventional process and can occur in a web mail 
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server or a recipient computer. The domain of the sender can 
be different than the domain of the receiver, and this 
distinguishes any prior art where buddy icons or other 
graphics are displayed with received emails. 

0049. The second step is using a mail user agent to 
control a computer to display information about the email 
along with the graphic. This can be done by processing at a 
web mail server or at a recipient device capable of display 
ing emails. 

0050 FIG. 3 is a block diagram of the environment in 
which one embodiment is carried out where the graphic is 
retrieved by a mail user agent from a graphic server. In this 
species, mail user agent 2 controls its host computer to 
receive an email from an outgoing mail server 5. In 
response, the mail user agent 2 retrieve the sender's graphic 
from a sender graphic server 6. In alternative embodiments 
of this species, the graphic may be stored in the header of the 
email or in an email attachment. In another alternative 
embodiment of this species, the graphic is stored in another 
server out on the internet, and the location of the graphic is 
pointed to in information Supplied in the email, or the 
graphic is pointed to in information obtained by the mail 
user agent. In another alternative embodiment, the graphic is 
retrieved from local storage. 
0051. The processing at the web mail server in the 
preferred embodiment would include exporting data regard 
ing the email to a device capable of displaying email (the 
recipient device) which established a session with said web 
mail server and exporting data which includes the graphic or 
a pointer to where the graphic may be obtained by the 
recipient device. The exported data would cause a mail user 
agent at the recipient device to display information about the 
email along with a graphic. 

0.052 An example of one species within this embodiment 
is a display which step 2 creates in a device capable of 
displaying emails a display of a list of emails with buddy 
icons displayed next to the sender column, as shown at 30, 
32 and 34 in FIG. 2. Other alternative embodiments within 
this genus would be: 1) to use said mail user agent to retrieve 
said graphic from said header of said email; 2) to use said 
mail user agent to retrieve said graphic from an attachment 
to the main body of said email; 3) using said mail user agent 
to retrieve the graphic from a contact manager which stores 
information associated with each sender; 4) using two or 
more processes to carry out the functionality of the mail user 
agent. 

Value Added Process for Web Mail 

0053 Currently, web mail services exist, but the func 
tionality of limited to the services the web mail server 
provides. It is useful for a client computer or other device 
which is capable emails such as a cell phone or PDA to be 
able to add its own functionality to the web mail service. 
Examples of additional functionality that would be useful 
include using a valued added process on the recipient device 
that can analyze emails to recipient and determine automati 
cally which emails are spam and take appropriate action. 
Another example of a value added process is authentication 
and integrity checking and displaying a Truemark associated 
with a sender of any email which passes authentication and 
integrity checking. Another example is display of a graphic 
such as a buddy icon with any email which has been sent by 
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a sender who has designated a graphic to be displayed with 
said sender's email. The steps of the value added genus 
process are: 

0054) 1) detecting an event in a device capable of 
displaying emails indicating a browser has or is 
attempting to contact a web mail service; 

0055 2) intercepting events returned to said browser 
by said web mail service: 

0056 3) controlling said device capable of displaying 
emails in an email account to either: 1) implement any 
value added service associated with an email; 2) 
present as a display on said device a method to access 
value added services pertaining to said emails being 
displayed; 3) incorporate data into a display of said 
emails which would not otherwise be there. 

In this genus, a value added process executing on a device 
capable of displaying emails monitors events published 
by a browser and detects the fact that the browser of 
said device has established or is attempting to establish 
contact with a web mail service. When such contact is 
established, the user of the device typically logs into the 
web mail service and requests a list of new emails. The 
web mail service host server then looks up the user 
account and exports data to the device which causes the 
device to display a list view of the recipient’s emails. 
This data is intercepted or monitored by the value 
added process. The final step involves controlling the 
device to either: 1) implement any value added service 
pertaining to emails being displayed which would not 
otherwise be provided by the web mail server (such as 
authenticating and integrity checking, or spam detec 
tion, or spam detection and moving email classified as 
spam into a spam folder, or deleting an email classified 
as spam stored on a web mail server so that the spam 
mail never gets displayed on the client device); 2) 
present a method to access value added services per 
taining to said emails being displayed which would not 
otherwise be there (such as a link to trigger an authen 
tication and integrity check, or a button to mark an 
email as spam); 3) incorporate data into a display of 
said emails which would not otherwise be there (such 
as presenting a Truemark for emails which have passed 
an authentication and integrity check, or a mark indi 
cating that an email has been classified as spam). A flow 
diagram for this process is presented as steps 82, 84, 86, 
88 and 90 of FIG. 9A where step 90 is replaced by any 
one of the three options described above for step 3 of 
the process. 

0057 The value added service that controls a client 
device to do spam detection or spam deletion or detection of 
spam and moving it to a spam folder can be implemented in 
any of the ways these function have been implemented in the 
prior art. Specific examples of prior art which performs 
Some or all of these spam management functions are: 
manual selection of an email followed by receipt of a user 
command indicating the email is spam, using a black list of 
spam sender address or spam domains (which can be built 
automatically from manual markings of email as spam), 
using keywords Such as Viagra to detect spam, using Baye 
sian analysis, using Voting algorithms where each client can 
mark an email as spam and the results for that type of email 
are calculated and used by the rest of the community, using 
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learning algorithms based on individual spam classification 
behaviors, etc. These are all ways of detecting whether an 
email is spam. 

0.058. Once an email is detected to be spam, the value 
added service can add new functionality for spam manage 
ment that is not already present in the web mail service. For 
example, the value added service can intercept data regard 
ing the display of an email which has been found to be spam 
and modify that data to cause a spam graphic to be displayed 
next to the Summary line for that email in a list view. In an 
alternative species, the spam management service can send 
commands to the web mail service pertaining to a particular 
email which has been detected to be spam in any of the ways 
above, said commands simulating button clicks or other user 
commands that a user of the web mail service would give to 
delete a particular email or move an email to a spam folder. 
In an alternative embodiment, the spam management service 
could intercept data from the web mail service controlling 
the browser to display an email which has been detected to 
be spam and modify that data such that the spam email is not 
displayed. 

0059 A specific example of a species within this genus is 
the flowchart of FIG. 21 (D5) where the value added service 
is an authentication and integrity check followed by display 
of a Truemark for emails which passed authentication and 
integrity checking. Other examples of species within this 
genus are: 1) implementing said value added service as a 
browser plug-in which controls said device to display infor 
mation about emails in accordance with data Supplied by 
said web mail service along with calling attention to one or 
more categories of said emails in any humanly perceptible 
way; 2) implementing said value added service as a server 
process for channeling browser calls to said web mail 
service; 3) implementing said value added service value 
added as a check email for authentication and/or integrity of 
an email; 4) implementing said value added service by 
presenting a function which a user can invoke to mark an 
email as fraudulent or as spam; 5) implementing said value 
added service as a service which automatically goes through 
a web mail email inbox and creates a contact list generated 
from emails listed therein, said contact list being selectively 
displayable upon command from the user. 
Antiphishing Genus 

0060 A process to prevent con artists from sending 
emails purporting to be from Somebody else and asking for 
information that can be used for fraud (phishers) is very 
useful and adds to the trust of email. The genus of such 
processes is defined by the following steps: 

0061 receiving an email from a sender using a mail 
user agent; 

0062) accessing said senders fraud policy and check 
ing said received email against said fraud policy to 
determine if said email is fraudulent; and 

0063) if said received email fails the requirements 
published as part of said fraud policy which includes as 
a minimum requirement that said received email pass 
authentication and integrity checks, controlling a 
device capable of displaying emails to display at least 
Some information about said received email and and 
provide information indicating said email is fraudulent. 
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0064. This genus of processes can have the various steps 
done anywhere on the receiving side of the email transac 
tion. A typical email environment includes a mail transfer 
agent server (generally the incoming mail server) coupled to 
a mail user agent. The antiphishing process can have various 
ones of its steps performed at any of these three computers. 
There are multiple embodiments to be described below. The 
second step of accessing a senders fraud policy and check 
ing the email against the fraud policy has a Substep of first 
authenticating the email as being from the sender it purports 
to be from and/or performing an integrity check to ensure the 
email has not been tampered with. All sender fraud policies 
will include Such an authentication and/or integrity check. 
The fraud policy may also include other requirements such 
as all legitimate emails from the sender must come from a 
specific domain owned by the sender. 
0065 Referring to FIG. 4, there is shown a diagram of the 

first species in the antiphishing genus where the authenti 
cation/integrity check and sender policy check are done at 
different locations. In this embodiment, the first step of 
receiving an email from a sender and the portion of the 
second step involving authentication and integrity checking 
are performed at the mail transfer agent 400. The mail 
transfer agent then inserts an authentication header in the 
email which includes the result of the authentication and/or 
integrity check and forwards the email to a mail user agent 
402. The mail user agent then access the sender's fraud 
policy from wherever it is stored and check the email against 
the fraud policy. The authentication header is used to deter 
mine if the email passed authentication and integrity check 
ing, and then, if so, any other requirements of the fraud 
policy are checked against the email to ensure it complies 
with them. If the email does not satisfy all requirements of 
the fraud policy, the mail user agent controls a device 
capable of displaying emails (a recipient client computer, 
cell phone, PDA etc.) to display some information about the 
email and to provide information that the email is fraudulent. 
This can be done in a number of different ways such as 
displaying a fraud icon next to the sender column of the 
fraudulent email, displaying a pop up box when a mouse 
cursor passes over the email which includes text indicating 
why the email failed the fraud policy, etc. In some embodi 
ments, any email from a sender with no fraud policy will be 
marked as fraudulent. 

0066. Another species within this genus is illustrated in 
FIG. 5. In this species, the mail transfer agent 400 does the 
authentication and/or integrity check and also accesses the 
senders fraud policy and checks the received email against 
the fraud policy. A policy results header is then added to the 
email before it is forwarded which includes result data 
indicating whether the email met all the requirements of the 
fraud policy. The mail user agent 402 then uses the policy 
results header contents to control a device capable of dis 
playing emails to display information about the email and to 
provide information indicating the email is fraudulent if that 
is what the data in the policy results header indicates. Again, 
the way the information is provided that the email is 
fraudulent can be several different ways. 
0067. Another species within this genus is illustrated in 
FIG. 6. In this embodiment, the mail transfer agent does 
what mail transfer agents do and nothing more. In this 
embodiment, a mail user agent 402 receives the email from 
the mail transfer agent and does the authentication and/or 
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integrity checking. The mail user agent then accesses the 
fraud policy and checks the email against that fraud policy. 
If the email fails to meet the requirements of the fraud 
policy, the mail user agent controls a device that is capable 
of displaying emails to display information about the email 
and provide information that it is fraudulent. This can be 
done by a browser plug in executing on a recipient's client 
computer (or cell phone or PDA) which receives data from 
the mail transfer agent as a web mail server. The plug in does 
the authentication and/or integrity checking and accessing of 
the sender fraud policy and comparison of the email to the 
fraud policy. Then if the email fails, the plug in intercepts the 
data being sent to the operating system by the browser and 
modifies it to display a fraud icon in or next to a Summary 
line about the email in a list view or displays a popup when 
the email is moused over that displays information about the 
email indicating that it failed the fraud policy or why it failed 
the fraud policy. 

0068. In all these species, emails for which the sender has 
no fraud policy are either marked as fraudulent or are called 
attention to in some other way to indicate to the user that the 
authentication and/or integrity of the email cannot be con 
firmed. This user interface mechanism can be any humanly 
perceptible mechanism such as coloring the Summary line 
about the email yellow or playing a Sound when the email is 
moused over, etc. 

Various Alternative Embodiment Species within the 
Teachings of the Invention 

0069. There are described below various species within 
the various inventive classes defined above. To the extent 
any of the descriptions below conflict with the definitions 
and genus descriptions above, the definitions and genus 
descriptions given above control, and the conflicting defi 
nition or genus below is a species within one of the above 
defined genus or an alternative genus. 
0070 First, with regard to Truemarks, in some embodi 
ments emails can only be displayed with Truemarks which 
are known to come from a domain or sender which is known 
to be associated with a client who has satisfactorily proven 
a right to exclusive use of a Truemark. In the Some embodi 
ments, a Truemark must be a registered trademark or service 
mark. In other embodiments, it can be an unregistered 
corporate logo or other behavior which a computer can carry 
out or be adapted to carry out and which can be perceived 
by humans. In some species, Truemarks can be ways of 
bringing attention to emails in various categories in various 
ways such as: brands, logos, trademarks, music, Sound 
marks, color marks, displays of authenticity certificates, etc. 
This gives the client a protected advertising space in which 
to generate trust in its customers that emails from this client 
actually come from this client. 

0071 Any hardware architecture and software structure 
which can cause to happen this special “bringing attention' 
user interface to one or more categories of emails will 
Suffice. In some embodiments, multiple categories of emails 
are called attention to by the user interface in different ways, 
and this can be done at the mail user agent or the incoming 
mail server which controls the displays on a device capable 
of displaying emails. In some embodiments, the computer 
programmed to cause the special display (or any other 
means of calling attention to the different categories of 
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emails in different ways) can be a web mail server such as 
the Yahoo or Comcast web mail server or an email client 
such as Outlook or Outlook Express, or a conventional web 
browser or email client coupled with another value added 
process Such as a plug in which controls the computer to 
implement the novel user interface. 

0072. In some embodiments, this special user interface is 
coupled with background authentication processing to verify 
that each email not marked with a fraud logo is from the 
domain it appears to be from and has not been tampered 
with. In the some embodiments, the email space is protected 
from phishers and others trying to pass themselves off as the 
branded sender or trying to tamper with their messages. The 
visual space provides an instant visual hierarchical view of 
emails in different categories in some embodiments through 
the use of different kinds of logos displayed with each email 
in one of the categories to which special attention is to be 
called. In some embodiments, the different categories are: a 
cross product of authentication and integrity (pass, fail, 
unable to verify) and reputation branded sender with a 
Truemark customer, buddy, non buddy member, non mem 
ber. In some embodiments, Truemark customers have a 
“flag-unauthenticated-as-phishing' (FUAP) option. If that 
option is set, then all unauthenticated emails from their 
domain will be presented as fraudulent by the value added 
service that implements this class of embodiments. 

0073. In some embodiments, a value added program 
implements a process to cooperate with the web browser or 
email client, a web mail server or other server operated by 
the assignee to modify the data being displayed so as to 
cause the special user interface display (or other ways of 
calling attention to the different category emails) that calls 
attention to the different categories of emails. 

0074. In some embodiments, the computer which causes 
the special display is a web mail server, and it is pro 
grammed to do the normal functions of a web mail server to 
store emails of each customer and send to that customer's 
computer display data which shows the customer which 
emails he has received. However, in other embodiments it is 
also programmed to authenticate the email. This can be done 
using Domain Keys technology or by cooperating with a 
server run by the assignee to authenticate emails using 
digital signatures or any other authentication technology. In 
Some embodiments, web mail server also cooperates with a 
server controlled by the assignee which may store buddy list 
graphics, Truemarks, personal information about registrants, 
authentication results, fraud policies, status of senders, etc. 
This cooperation is used in these embodiments typically to 
determine the status of each email sender and use the 
authentication results to modify the data being sent for 
display on the client computer so as to cause the special 
display or other user interface functions which call attention 
to emails from branded senders, white list senders and 
fraudulent emails in different ways. In some embodiments, 
emails directed to each user are categorized by the web mail 
server into different categories: branded sender, white list, 
fraudulent, all other. The web mail server in these embodi 
ments then controls data sent to the client computer to 
display (or otherwise call attention to) the user's emails in 
each category in a different way. 

0075. In some embodiments, the emails which are in the 
categories that are called attention to in different ways have 
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a verifiable piece such as the identity of the sender, a 
verifiable digital signature or verifiable metadata with one of 
the categories being emails which did not verify properly 
0076. In some embodiments, there are three classes of 
emails which are called attention to in different ways: emails 
from branded senders; emails from white list senders and 
emails which are known to be fraudulent. A determination 
that an email is fraudulent can be in any way known in the 
prior art. For example, in Some embodiments, checks can be 
made to determine if something has been tampered with 
Such that a reconstructed digital signature did not decrypt 
properly into the same hash that was originally used to 
generate the digital signature transmitted with the email. 
0077. In some embodiments, the user interface will not 
display an email unless the email has been authenticated. 
Authenticated, in some embodiments means the identity of 
its sender has been verified or that nothing has been tam 
pered with since the email was created, or both. In other 
embodiments, the ability to display metadata about the email 
is presented as a tool to the user Such as the mouseover 
embodiments described below. In some embodiments, the 
email is protected by including the header and the main body 
and any other parts that need to be protected as inputs to a 
digital signature algorithm that hashes and/or encypts all the 
parts and uses the result as a digital signature. 
0078. In some embodiments, creation of the digital sig 
nature can be done at the sender computer or at an outgoing 
mail server of an internet service provider (ISP). In other 
embodiments, authentication of an email can be performed 
by the incoming mail server of an ISP or at the client 
computer of the recipient of the email or by cooperation 
between the client computer and a server run by the assignee 
or the incoming mail server of the ISP. In various alternative 
embodiments, authentication is done by any known process 
Such as: 1) using the Domain Keys service; 2) by recreating 
the digital signature and comparing it to the digital signature 
in the email; 3) Identified internet mail (IIM), 4) by cryp 
tographic processes being developed by the MASS group in 
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF); 5) by the 
procedures described in a U.S. patent application entitled 
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR IMPLEMENTING A 
MICROPAYMENT SYSTEM TO CONTROL E-MAIL 
SPAM, filed Feb. 12, 2004 and having Ser. No. 10/778,956, 
which is hereby incorporated by reference; 6) by SPF/ 
SenderID or S/MIME processing. 
0079. In some embodiments, the following process can 
be used to implement a user interface to call attention to 
various categories of emails: 

0080 receiving data pertaining to incoming emails 
addressed to a recipient; 

0081 determining whether each said email is authentic 
in any way; 

0082) determining a category into which each email 
falls based upon the sender of said email; and 

0083 generating data to cause a computer to call 
attention to each email addressed to a recipient in a 
different way depending upon into which category said 
email fell. 

0084. A genus of alternative embodiments pertaining 
solely to processes for operating a computer to call attention 
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to emails in different categories in different ways is defined 
by the following characteristics that all embodiments in the 
genus will share: 

0085 after a category in which said emails sender 
falls has been determined, generating commands and/or 
data which cause a computer to call attention to emails 
in each of a predetermined number of categories in 
different ways; and 

0.086 using said data to cause a computer to call 
attention to emails in each of a predetermined number 
of different categories in different ways. 

The different ways can be: displaying different logos for 
each class; different colors; different scents or vibration 
patterns for each class; different behavior of the com 
puter on mouse over of emails in different categories; 
associating emails with cost incurred by the sender or 
recipient by quantifiable metrics; filtering or sorting of 
emails by category and by cost incurred to send them 
by any quantifiable metrics; or anything else which 
would give a user a sensory cue as to which emails fall 
within which classes. 

0087 Referring to FIG. 2, there is shown a screen shot of 
the user interface for some embodiments in the form of an 
email inbox the way it is displayed in one embodiment when 
Yahoo! web mail is used and when the computer is being 
operated in accordance with the teaching of the user inter 
face embodiments. The order of the emails in the inbox 
display is determined by the Yahoo web mail application 
running on the Yahoo server. But there is a process running 
invisibly in the background on the client computer (the one 
the email user is sitting at when he or she directs the client 
computer browser to the Yahoo web mail server's URL. This 
process interacts with the client computer web browser, the 
server of the assignee of this patent application and the web 
mail server at which the user has an account to cause the 
display of FIG. 2. Any way in which the interactions occur 
to cause a display or other indication which can be sensed by 
a human which brings to the attention of the user in some 
way the branded emails, the white list emails and the 
fraudulent emails will suffice to practice this class of 
embodiments. In other words, displayed logos or trademarks 
are not the only way attention can be called to specific 
emails. Other embodiments are specific tunes, Sounds, 
jingles, scents, vibration patterns etc. whenever an email in 
a displayed list view is selected or moused over. 
0088. In some embodiments, there is a value added 
process running on a client computer (50 in FIG. 7) that 
controls generation of a display on a client computer of an 
inbox in which the user's emails are displayed (the display 
can also be of emails moved to trash or sent emails). This 
process or functionality will be called the value added 
process in some embodiments because it alters the display of 
the inbox (or causes some other user interface sensory event) 
to call attention to emails in the various categories described 
herein differently. The program that implements this process 
will be called the value added program in these embodi 
ments. In other embodiments, the value added process is 
executed on a web mail server (56 in FIG. 7) and cooperates 
with a web mail program to control the data that is sent by 
the web mail program to the client computer so as to cause 
the web browser of the client computer to control the client 
computer to display emails in various categories differently 
So as to call attention to them. 
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0089. In an important alternative embodiment, the func 
tionality of a value added program is integrated into a web 
mail application program executed on the web mail server 
Such that the web mail application program implements a 
process which includes the functionality of the value added 
process so as to transmit data to the client computers web 
browser which forces it to display a list of emails in so as to 
call attention to emails in the various categories described 
herein differently. The functionality of the value added 
process is incorporated into the functionality of an email 
client. 

0090. In some embodiments, there are four categories of 
emails which the user interface displays in different manners 
So as to call attention to the emails in each category in a 
different way. 
0.091 The first category of emails which this class of 
embodiments calls attention to for the user is email from a 
certified sender who has authorized a service to display the 
email with the Truemark of that sender. Corporate branding 
is very important to marketing strategies of many corpora 
tions. For example, Federal Express does not want its emails 
to be buried amidst hundreds of spam messages and other 
messages cluttering a users inbox. Branded senders appre 
ciate the branded email space which is protected from 
phishers and persons who may wish to tamper with the 
branded senders emails all of which is provided by the value 
added process described herein. Most companies spend 
more money on marketing than they do on research and 
development, so this protected email space where they can 
send messages to their customers cheaply is a very valuable 
tool to them. 

0092. In one embodiment, certified/branded senders who 
want their registered trademark (or other corporate logo) 
used have their Truemark displayed in the sender column 10. 
Examples of emails from certified/branded senders in FIG. 
2 are shown at lines 12, 21, 26. In each case, a registered 
trademark or Truemark is displayed in the sender column of 
the email as opposed to the name of the sender. 
0093. In another embodiment, the second category of 
emails that are displayed in a special way in the inbox (or 
any other list view) to draw attention to them is emails from 
buddies or people on the recipients white list. A white list 
is a list of senders from whom a recipient is happy to receive 
mail. White list emails are displayed, in this embodiment, 
with a logo to the left of the sender column. However, in 
other embodiments, the logo for a white list sender could be 
placed in the sender column and displayed in a different 
color or displayed to the right of the sender column and to 
the left of the subject column 28. Examples of the displays 
in this embodiment of white list emails are shown at lines 30, 
32, 34, 36, 38 and 40. In some embodiments, each white list 
sender can upload a logo, photograph, icon or other graphic 
(hereafter collectively referred to as a graphic or sender 
logo) they wish to have displayed with their emails. If they 
do not upload a sender logo, then a generic sender icon will 
be displayed for them. Examples of white list senders who 
have uploaded custom sender logos for themselves are 
shown at lines 30, 32 and 34. Examples of white list senders 
who have not uploaded custom logos and who are using 
generic logos are shown at lines 36, 38 and 40. 
0094. In some embodiments, the third category of emails 
that this class of embodiments calls attention to to set them 
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off from emails in all other categories is known fraudulent 
emails such as emails from phishers, domain spoofs or 
emails which are Suspected to be fraudulent such as emails 
from persons or addresses known to have sent fraudulent 
emails in the past. Hereafter, known fraudulent emails and 
emails which are suspected to be fraudulent will collectively 
be referred to as fraudulent emails. 

0095 Phishers are people who send emails and attempt to 
pass themselves off as somebody they are not. One way in 
which phishers are detected is described in prior U.S. patent 
application entitled USER INTERFACE AND ANTI-PH 
ISHING FUNCTIONS FOR AN ANTI-SPAMMICROPAY 
MENTS SYSTEM, Ser. No. 10/935,260, filed Sep. 7, 2004, 
which is hereby incorporated by reference. Any way in 
which phishers and fraudulent emails are detected or emails 
are classified as suspected fraud will suffice for purposes of 
practicing some embodiments. All that the user interface 
embodiments requires is that once an email has been deter 
mined to be fraudulent, that it be set off or called attention 
to in any manner from other emails in other categories. This 
can be done in any way. In FIG. 2, a known fraudulent email 
is shown at line 42 and is set off by the display of a fraud 
icon to the left of the sender column. In other embodiments, 
a distinctive color or font is used with a strikethrough at least 
the Subject line and with a special fraud alert logo shown to 
the left of the sender column. A pop up box with a stop sign 
or some other warning in it which is displayed on mouse 
over could also be used or a Sound mark on mouse over 
could also be used. Any one or more of these techniques or 
any of the alternative techniques described below can be 
used to call attention to the fraudulent email. 

Alternative User Interface Attention Grabbing Mechanisms 
0096. In some embodiments described so far, logos 
placed in specific positions have been used to set each of the 
first three different categories apart from the other catego 
ries. Visual logos are preferred because they are well known 
and easy to implement. However, in Some embodiments, 
different colors for each category could be used where 
multiple categories are called attention to or Truemarks are 
involved. In other embodiments, different sound marks 
could be played whenever an email is added to the inbox 
depending upon the category of the email or whenever the 
user “mouses over the email. 

0097. The process of passing a cursor over some part of 
an email will be referred to herein as a “mouse over. With 
respect to Sound discrimination, branded senders could have 
a unique sound mark which is different for each branded 
sender, a white list sender could have a second generic Sound 
mark or a unique sound mark and known fraudulent emails 
could have a third sound mark. In some embodiments, these 
sound marks could be played either when the email arrives 
or when the user passes the cursor over some designated part 
or any part of the emails display in the inbox. In some 
embodiments, different scents or different vibration patterns 
could be emitted from the computer when an email is added 
to the inbox or “moused over, each category having a 
different scent or vibration pattern. 
0098 Various embodiments use positioning of a corpo 
rate logo, white list logo and fraudulent email logos as 
shown in FIG. 2 because it give an immediate discriminatory 
picture based upon placement. Other embodiments may use 
different types of logos in the sender column with a mouse 
over pop up that identifies the sender with more specificity. 
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0099. In some embodiments, if the cursor or insertion 
point is located over an email being displayed, information 
about the identity of the sender is displayed. That informa 
tion may be stored locally or may be fetched from a server 
58 (which can be a single server or a distributed server 
function) by the value added process sending the senders 
email address or ID to the server 58 in FIG. 7 with a request 
to send back identity information from a sender profile 
stored by said server 58. This server 58 can be any trusted 
server operated by anybody which cooperates with the other 
processes described herein to perform the functions 
described herein (hereafter referred to as the assignee server 
although the assignee of this patent application may not 
actually own or operate this server). 
0100. In some embodiments, when the cursor is over an 
email, the value added process uses the email address (or 
identity) of the sender to look up information about the 
sender including the sender's identity. This information is 
included in data transmitted to a web browser on the client 
computer to cause the client computer to display a pop up 
box or special window in which the identity of the sender of 
the email is displayed. 
0101. In some embodiments, the value added process 
paints an inbox display shown in FIG. 2 or any of the other 
alternative embodiments is a plug in which is downloaded 
from the assignee's server to the client computer. In some 
alternative embodiments, the functionality of the value 
added process 74 is implemented in the web mail server 56 
in FIG. 7 and the client computer 50 has only a conventional 
browser which accesses the web mail service and is told 
what to display by said web mail service. In one multiple 
category embodiment, the value added process is a process 
which runs on the web mail server of an ISP like Yahoo or 
Comcast and which transmits data downstream to the client 
computer browser to cause it to paint a display of an email 
inbox along the lines of FIG. 2 to call attention to the 
different classes of emails in different ways.— 
0102 FIG. 7 is a block diagram of one embodiment for 
a system of computers in which some embodiments of the 
invention are practiced and in which the other interactions 
described herein occurs. 

0103 FIG. 8 is one embodiment for a software architec 
ture in which some embodiments of the invention may be 
practiced. 
0104 Referring to FIG. 7, a client computer 50 is con 
nected by some physical layer interface 54 such as a cable 
modem, dial up modem, DirectWay modem or dial up 
modem, or wireless connection. The client computer typi 
cally has a display, keyboard, pointing device, central pro 
cessing unit, memory and a bulk storage medium of some 
sort is coupled to the internet but it may be on a cell phone 
or something not classified as a computer such as a PDA, 
Blackberry, etc. with no keyboard and possibly no pointing 
device). A web mail server 56 such as the Yahoo web mail 
server and an email server 59 such as is operated by many 
ISPs are each coupled to the internet by a physical layer 
interface such as a cable modem, DSL modem or T1 
interface. This is an example architecture only and no all 
elements shown are necessary in every embodiment. The 
same is true for server 58 operated by the assignee of the 
present invention (hereafer referred to as assignee server). 
0105. Each of the servers 58 and 56 runs application 
software (not shown). The application software for the web 
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mail server 56 includes a web mail application which 
gathers and stores email directed to the owners of each email 
account (referred to as an email subscriber). The webmail 
server 56 stores incoming emails directed to persons having 
accounts with the service in Such a way that each email 
subscriber's emails can be retrieved by the web mail appli 
cation program on demand. 
0106 This web mail application also receives requests 
from client computers to display the user's email and fetches 
the emails directed to that user. In some embodiments, only 
emails which have not already been downloaded by the user 
webmails usually don’t download emails at all—email 
clients are the ones that download mail are fetched for 
display. 

0.107. In one embodiment, each fetched email is then 
categorized into a category to which attention will be called 
to the user of the web browser. This can be done using the 
source email address of the sender or the sender's ID number 
assigned by the assignee. 

0108. The web mail application (in embodiments where 
the value added process is integrated into the web mail 
process) then sends packets to the web browser of the client 
computer 50 to cause the web mail browser to display the list 
view of emails or whatever else was requested. 
0.109. In conventional web mail applications like those 
executed by Yahoo, Hotmail or Comcast servers there is no 
bringing to attention of emails in certain categories. How 
ever, in one embodiment, the web mail application program 
cooperates with a value added process running on the web 
server to modify the display data sent to the client computer 
So as to call attention to emails in certain categories in 
different ways. In this embodiment, the value added process 
executing on the web mail server cooperates with the web 
mail process also executing on the web mail server to 
intercept the data transmitted to the web browser of the 
client computer. The intercepted data is modified prior to 
transmission by the value added process such that the inbox 
displayed by the client computer will have emails belonging 
to certain categories displayed in certain ways to call atten 
tion to the category they are in. In this species, the categories 
will be displayed with logos for each category displayed in 
distinctive locations to call attention to each email in a 
particular category. In other embodiments of this Subclass of 
embodiments, the data transmitted by the value added pro 
cess to the client computer will cause the client computer to 
emit some sound or odor or other sensory output for each 
email in a specific category to call attention to the emails in 
various categories in different ways. 
0110. In another important embodiment, the functionality 
of the value added process just described to control the client 
computer to call attention to emails in specific categories is 
integrated into the web mail application program itself. This 
functionality causes the web mail application to generate 
data for transmission to the client computer browser to cause 
the browser to call attention to various emails in different 
categories in different ways. Such a display could be like 
that shown in FIG. 2 or any of the alternative embodiments 
discussed. 

0111. In addition, each server has all the other hardware 
and Software of internet capable servers including: a central 
processing unit; a hard disk or other bulk storage to which 
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the computer is connected by Suitable controllers such as 
RAID arrays; random access memory in all cases and read 
only memory in most cases; a network interface for coupling 
the computer to the internet such as by a cable modem, DSL 
modem, T1 line, etc. 

0112 A sender computer 57 belonging to a branded/ 
certified sender or white list sender or a phisher or other 
fraudulent user are each coupled to the internet 52. 
0113 Referring to FIG. 8 one embodiment of a software 
architecture in which some embodiments operate. Operating 
system 64 controls the client computer operations. Web 
browser 66 is launched by the user when a web page is to be 
downloaded from the internet or searched for the browser 
launching means the browser is started. The action to look 
for is when the URL for the webmail service is accessed. 
When the web browser is launched, it communicates with a 
software layer 68 via a data path 70. The data path 70 
represents any method of Software applications communi 
cating with and cooperating with each other. Typically, data 
path 70 is a series of Application Protocol Interfaces (here 
after API) which allow each software process shown in FIG. 
8 to communicate with any other Software process shown in 
FIG. 8 by invoking function calls of the API of the software 
process with which communication is to be had. The func 
tion calls allows data to be passed to the Software process 
and information to be obtained from the software process. 
0114. The email client 72 functions strictly to retrieve 
email from whatever email server 59 operated it is pro 
grammed to contact. When the email client launches, it 
either automatically or on command logs into an email 
server such as email server 59 with the appropriate user 
name and password. The value added process 74, in the 
preferred embodiment cooperates with the web browser or 
the email client 72 and the TCP/IP layer process 68 to 
control the client computer to implement the user interface 
and user interface process according to this class of embodi 
mentS. 

0115) In an important alternative embodiment, the value 
added process executes on a web mail server Such as web 
mail server 56. In another important embodiment, the func 
tionality of the value added process is integrated into the 
web mail process of the web mail server 56. In either of 
these two alternative embodiments, the value added process 
functionality, be it a separate process or integrated into the 
web mail server process, causes the web mail server process 
to transmit data to client computer 50 which displays the 
user's email and which causes certain categories of emails to 
be called to the attention of the user different through visual, 
audible or other sensor cues for each class of email. The 
classes are as previously discussed. 
0116. An exemplary process by which the value added 
process 74 cooperates with the web browser 66, operating 
system 64 and the TC/IP process and physical layer interface 
process 76 to communicate with the web mail server 56 (or 
an email server) and the assignee server 58 is shown in flow 
diagram form in FIG. 9. 

0117. It is assumed in FIG. 9 that the value added process 
has already been downloaded from the assignee server and 
installed on the client computer 50. It is also assumed that 
branded senders have gone through the manual verification 
process and have proved their ownership of the logo, author 
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ity to use the logo and uploaded the logo they want displayed 
with their emails to the assignee server 58. The logo will be 
stored as an image in the assignee server 58 or elsewhere 
with a pointer to it stored in the assignee server 58. 
0118. The process carried out by the value added server 

is slightly different depending upon whether the recipient of 
email (client) is using a web browser like internet explorer 
to retrieve view his email on a webmail server or is using an 
email client running on his machine to download emails 
from an email server operated by the company that main 
tains his or her email account. A webmail server maintains 
the emails on the server itself and also composes the displays 
and sends the display data to the web browser on the client 
computer for rendering on the client computer display. 
0119). In contrast, when an email client such as Thunder 
bird or Netscape Communicator executes and is asked to 
retrieve emails (or automatically makes a Sweep for emails), 
it logs onto the email server where the user's account is 
located, identifies the client and asks that emails for the 
client be downloaded to the email client. The email client 
then stores them locally on the recipient computer and 
processes them in accordance with which view the user 
wishes (inbox, sent, drafts, trash, etc.). FIG. 8 is restricted to 
the interaction with the web browser and webmail server. 
FIG. 9 is directed to the interaction of the email client and 
the value added process. 
0.120. The process of FIG. 9 also assumes that any 
branded/certified sender has already caused sender computer 
57 to interact with the assignee server 58 to obtain an 
encrypted Stemp (data indicating the email has had a micro 
payment made for the privilege of sending it to the recipient) 
and has put that Stemp somewhere in the email (often in the 
header) and has sent the Stemped email in the regular 
fashion. This stemped email is routed through the internet in 
conventional fashion and gets stored in web mail server 56. 
The process of FIG. 4 also assumes that emails sent to 
recipient have been digitally signed by the sender process 
and that the digital signing process involves processing of 
the header and body of the email and any other important 
parts that a phisher may try to spoof so as to ensure that no 
tampering of the email can have occurred after the email was 
sent so as to allow a phisher or other unscrupulous person to 
obtain any advantage from sending of the altered email. 
0121 The process of FIG. 9 starts with step 82 when a 
web browser on the client computer launches. As soon as the 
web browser launches, it starts publishing events which can 
be monitored by other software applications to inform any 
application which is listening what is happening with the 
browser. Step 84 represents the process of the value added 
process (typically a web browser plug-in downloaded from 
the assignee's server) launching when the web browser 
launches and starting to monitor events published by the 
web browser. The value added process may be running all 
the time in Some embodiments, and, in other embodiments, 
it launches automatically whenever the web browser 
launches as a plug-in thereto. 
0122) Whenever the web browser is directed to a web 
page, it publishes an event so indicating. Step 86 represents 
the value added process detecting an event that indicates the 
web browser has been directed to the web mail page of a web 
mail server upon which the user maintains an email account. 
After the user enters a username and password to log onto 
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the web mail server, the webmail server in step 88 sends a 
web page displaying the contents of the user's inbox or some 
other box the user selects Such as sent mail, drafts, trash, etc. 
The page displaying the contents of the inbox is sent by the 
web mail server when the user selects a list view of his or 
her inbox. 

0123 Step 90 represents the process of the value added 
process detecting the event published by the web browser 
indicating a page representing the inbox's contents has been 
sent by the web mail server. Step 90 also represents the 
process of responding to the detection of this event by the 
value added process fetching the headers of each email 
displayed in the inbox from the web mail server. 
0124) Step 92 represents the value added process step of 
examining the header information retrieved for each email 
and determining which emails contain Stemps. Step 94 
represents the process of determining if a stemp is not found 
in the header of the email, whether there is a flag in the 
header indicating there is a stemp located somewhere else in 
the email. Step 94 also represents the process of retrieving 
the stemp from the main body of the email by doing a fetch 
of the main body of the email from the web mail server and 
finding the stemp therein. Step 94 also represents the process 
of retrieving the digital signature of any email which has 
been digitally signed to protect it from tampering. Digital 
signing is the process of performing some sort of hashing or 
encryption algorithm on various parts of the email that it is 
desirable to protect from phishers or other people who may 
wish to tamper with the email. Typically, unscrupulous 
persons may wish to tamper with the header and/or main 
body of the email to change the text therein. When these 
portions of the email have been used as input to a hash or 
encryption algorithm, a result which can be decrypted or 
dehashed results. This result is the digital signature. If an 
email has not been tampered with, repeating the hash or 
encryption algorithm on the same parts of the email which 
were previously used to generate the digital signature. 
Retrieving of the digital signature is from the header if it is 
stored in the header or the web mail server if it is stored 
somewhere else in the email besides the header. 

0125 Step 96 represents the process of the value added 
process decrypting the Stemp and regenerating the digital 
signature using the same parts of the email which were used 
to create the original digital signature. If the digital signature 
only protects the header, then the retrieved header is used to 
regenerate the digital signature. If the main body or some 
other portion of the email was used, then the value added 
process retrieves the main body or whatever other part of the 
email which was originally used from the web mail server 
and regenerates the digital signature using the same hash or 
encryption algorithm as was originally used. 

0126 Step 98 represents the process of the value added 
process sending to the assignee server the decrypted Stemp 
and the regenerated digital signature along with an identifier 
of the email from which these values were generated along 
with a request to authenticate the email to verify that it is the 
same email as was originally sent and has not been tampered 
with. Step 100 represents the value added process sending 
the email address of the sender of each email in the view 
being displayed (or other information identifying the sender 
of the email) to the assignee server with a request to send 
back status information on each sender. 
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0.127 Step 102 represents the process carried out in the 
assignee server of verifying the Stemp authenticity for each 
decrypted stemp sent to it by the value added process. Step 
102 also represents the process of comparing the reconsti 
tuted digital signature sent for each signed email by the 
value added process to the digital signature Stored for that 
email in the assignee server. If the two match, then the email 
has not been tampered with and the email is not fraudulent 
and information is included in the status information sent 
back to the value added process for that email indicating that 
the email is not fraudulent. If the two do not match, 
information is included in the status information sent back 
for the email indicating it is fraudulent. 
0.128 Step 104 represents the process of the assignee 
server using the sender address or other information iden 
tifying the sender to look up the sender's status in a database 
or lookup table. Each certified or branded sender and each 
white list sender is included in the database or lookup table. 
The database or table also includes the member number if 
the sender is a registered member of the assignee's protected 
email environment and either the trademark or other corpo 
rate identity logo or a pointer thereto for each branded 
sender who has passed the verification test and uploaded a 
logo or trademark to be displayed. 
0129. Step 106 represents the value added process using 
the status information and legitimacy information sent back 
to it by the assignee server to request the assignee server to 
download the logos of any branded/certified senders and the 
logos uploaded by any white list sender. If a white list sender 
has not uploaded a logo, information to that effect is 
included within the status information so that the value 
added process can use a generic white list logo it stores 
locally for display with the white list sender. In some 
embodiments, step 106 can be combined with step 104 such 
that the assignee server automatically fetches and sends to 
the value added process any branded sender logo or white 
list logo it has stored for any sender identified in the request 
message(s) from the value added process. 
0.130. It is now time for the value added process to paint 
the display of the inbox in accordance with this class of 
embodiments to call attention to the branded/certified sender 
emails in one way and to call attention to the white list 
sender emails in another way and to call attention to the 
fraudulent emails in a third way. Any way in which these 
different classes of email are brought to the user's attention 
will suffice to practice this embodiment. Further, any way in 
which the value added process paints the display or modifies 
the information received from the web mail server to paint 
the display so as to call attention to the different classes of 
email will suffice to practice this class of embodiments. 
Typically, the web mail server sends back an html page 
displaying the inbox the way the web mail server wants it 
displayed. This data is received by the web browser which 
then converts the html page data into function calls and 
arguments which are sent to an API of the screen rendering 
process of the operating system which then controls the 
display driver to render the desired display. The value added 
process typically utilized hooks installed by it or which are 
already present in the operating system rendering process or 
web browser rendering process to redirect the data defining 
the desired screen view to a screen rendering process carried 
out by the value added process. This value added screen 
rendering process modifies the screen rendering data to 
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cause it to define a display such as is shown in FIG. 2 or 
described as one of the alternative embodiments. The modi 
fied data is then sent to the operating system screen render 
ing process to paint the display. 

0131 Referring to FIG. 10, there is shown one embodi 
ment of a process for the value added process to cooperate 
with an email client, an email server, the operating system to 
generate a display Such as that shown in FIG. 2 or one of its 
alternative embodiments. 

0132) Step 110 represents the process of the email client 
launching and starting to publish events. Step 112 represents 
the value added process launching and starting to monitor 
events. Typically, the value added process is a plug in which 
launches when the email client launches. 

0133. In step 114, the value added process detects an 
event which indicates the email client has logged into an 
email server upon which the user maintains an email 
account. In step 116, after the email client logs into the email 
server, the email server automatically sends to the email 
client new emails that it has been storing (or the email client 
requests them either as part of a periodic Sweep or upon 
specific request from the user) in the inbox for the logged in 
USC. 

0134. In step 118, the email client receives a command 
from the user requesting it to display the contents of some 
box such as the inbox, trash, sent mail box, drafts, etc. The 
email client publishes an event to that effect. In step 120, the 
value added process detects the event indicating the desired 
list view and does a fetch of the header of each email stored 
in the box which the user is viewing. 
0135 Step 122 represents the value added process exam 
ining the information retrieved from the email client regard 
ing each email and determining which email contains a 
stemp. Step 124 represents a determination by the value 
added process as to whether a stemp is in the header of the 
email or elsewhere as indicated by a flag in the header. The 
value added process then retrieves the stemp either from the 
header or fetches the main body of the email from the email 
client and fetches the stemp from the main body. The same 
process holds for the digital signature which is retrieved by 
the value added process from the header or the main body. 
0136 Step 126 represents the value added process 
decrypting the Stemp and reconstructing the digital signature 
in the same manner this was done in the process represented 
by FIG. 9. 

0137 Step 128 represents the process carried out by the 
value added process of sending to the assignee server the 
decrypted Stemp and the reconstructed digital signature of 
each signed and/or Stemped email with a request for Veri 
fication. Step 130 represents the process carried out by the 
value added process of sending to the assignee server the 
email address of the sender of each email or other informa 
tion identifying the sender. This data is sent along with the 
decrypted Stemp and/or reconstructed digital signature of 
each email and includes a request for status of each sender. 
The purpose of the verification and status requests is to 
determine which emails are fraudulent and which emails are 
from branded/certified senders and which are from white list 
senders. All the other emails will be in a “none of the above 
category'. 
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0.138 Step 132 represents the assignee server process of 
verifying the authenticity of each email for which a 
decrypted stemp has been received and/or for which a 
reconstructed digital signature has been received. The 
assignee server stores the descypted Stemp and the digital 
signature created for each email. These values can be 
compared to the decrypted Stemp and the reconstructed 
digital signature received from the value added process to 
determine if the email has been tampered with after it was 
first processed by the assignee server. Any email which 
indicates by these comparisons that some tampering may 
have occurred has a message sent back to the value added 
process indicating the email is fraudulent. 
0.139 Step 134 represents the process carried out by the 
assignee server of using the sender email address of each 
email (or other identity information such as the member 
number) to look up the status of each sender. This look up 
accesses a database or look up table and determines which 
senders are white list and which are certified/branded send 
ers. The assignee server uses the identity information to look 
up the location of any logo or trademark the branded senders 
have uploaded and any logo the white list senders have 
uploaded for display with their emails. The identity status 
and legitimacy information for each email is then sent back 
to the assignee server along with the location of any logo or 
trademark to be displayed with each legitimate branded 
sender or white list logo. In some embodiments, the assignee 
server accesses the logo or trademark image for each 
branded sender or white list sender and just sends any logo 
or trademark image for a legitimate email to the value added 
process along with the identity status and legitimacy status 
information for each email. 

0140 Step 136 represents the value added process using 
identity status information and legitimacy information 
regarding each email to determine which emails need to 
have a logo or trademark displayed and which type of logo 
or trademark to display for each. In the preferred embodi 
ment, the value added process sends a request to the assignee 
server for each email which needs to have a displayed logo 
to download the logo or trademark for each email. If the logo 
or trademark image is stored as a web page on some other 
server other than the assignee server or on the assignee 
server, the value added process requests the web page 
containing the logo or trademark directly from whatever 
server upon which it is stored. 
0.141 Step 138 represents the process carried out by the 
value added process of modifying the data to be displayed so 
as to call attention to the branded sender emails, white list 
emails and fraudulent emails in different ways. Any what 
this can be done will suffice. One way is for the value added 
process to use hooks installed in the operating system 
rendering process or the rendering process of the email 
client to redirect function calls and arguments directed to the 
operating system rendering process to a rendering process in 
the value added process. The rendering process of the value 
added process alters the function calls and/or the arguments 
Supplied to the operating system rendering process So as to 
cause a display in accordance with this class of embodi 
ments. In alternative embodiments, the display generated by 
the email client can be used as is and commands sent to a 
vibration generation apparatus or a scent generating appa 
ratus to call attention to the white list, branded sender and 
fraudulent emails in different ways. In the preferred embodi 
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ment, branded sender logos are displayed in the sender 
column and the logos uploaded by the white list senders (or 
generic white list logos if a white list sender has not 
uploaded a logo) are displayed to the left of the sender 
column or to the right of the sender column and to the left 
of the subject line. Fraudulent email logos are displayed to 
the left of the sender column. 

Branded Mouseover Event 

0142 FIG. 11 is a screenshot of one embodiment of a 
user interface display that occurs when an event called the 
branded mouseover occurs. A branded mouseover event 
occurs when a user passes his or her mouse over an email 
from a branded sender which is displayed in the chosen list 
view Such as the inbox with an associated graphic. The idea 
is to display a pop up box which has more information about 
the branded sender. In the example shown in FIG. 11, a pop 
up box giving more information about branded sender 
Citibank is displayed. This pop up box displays information 
about Citibank such as that Citibank is a Verified Truemark 
Sender, their logo, the license agreement version between 
the assignee and Citibank, the verify date when the assignee 
performed the due diligence checks to make sure Citibank 
had the right to display the logo and the person who signed 
the license agreement with the assignee had the authority to 
bind the company and a certification that Citibank is a 
certified/verified sender of the and abides by the same 
framework outlined by the U.S. Department of Commerce 
and the European Union. In the preferred embodiment, this 
pop up box appear each time the mouse passes over a 
branded sender email where the send has an associated 
graphic. In other embodiments, a menu choice to turn this 
feature on or off is presented since the constant popping up 
of pop up boxes might annoy the user if the user knows that 
the email would not appear in the inbox and set off as being 
from a branded sender unless it had been verified as being 
from a branded sender. 

0143. The process to implement branded mouseover has 
the value added process monitoring events published by the 
operating system as to the position of the mouse and 
comparing the position to the positions of displays of the 
various emails. When the mouse is over a position occupied 
by a branded email, the value added process retrieves the 
pop up block image for that branded sender either from local 
storage or the assignee server and sends commands to the 
operating system rendering process API to display the pop 
up box. 
0144. In some embodiments, branded sender emails are 
put into a user's inbox display without checking their 
authenticity, and the user causes such an authenticity check 
to be performed by doing a mouse over. When the user 
places her mouse over a branded email, the value added 
process detects this fact and sends an inquiry to the assignee 
server and passing to it the identity of the sender of the 
branded email. The assignee server then looks up the status 
of the sender of the allegedly branded email, and if the 
sender is a branded email sender, the assignee server sends 
back verification of this fact along with the data for the pop 
up box shown in FIG. 11. The value added process then 
makes appropriate calls to the OS rendering process API to 
render the pop up box over the current list display. 
White List Mouseover Display 
0145 FIG. 12 is a screen shot showing a layered buddy 
mouseover pop-up display which occurs when a user passes 
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the mouse cursor over a white list email currently being 
displayed. In embodiments where white list emails do not 
get to the point of being displayed in a list view until they 
have been authenticated, the white list mouseover process 
works as follows. When the user passes the mouse cursor 
overa email sent from somebody on the white list, the value 
added process detects this event and determines which white 
list sender's email currently has the cursor located over it. It 
then looks up the data for a pop-up box, and makes appro 
priate function calls to the OS rendering system API to 
display the pop-up box for that particular white list sender. 
Typical data displayed are the gender and birthday of the 
buddy (white list senders may not all be buddies—some may 
be clients or business associates), the location and occupa 
tion of the buddy, the interests, favorite party drinks, Songs 
or song genres the buddy likes, the favorite restaurants or 
local hang outs the buddy favors and what person or thing 
the buddy is a secret fan of links to blogs, photo album 
links, instant messenger status, etc. 
0146 In some embodiments, where all emails get dis 
played before they are authenticated, the buddy mouseover 
process works as follows. When the mouse cursor is placed 
over an email from a white list sender, the value added 
process detects this event and compares the cursor location 
to the locations of display of the emails currently being 
displayed so as to determine which email has the mouse 
cursor located over it. The value added process then fetches 
the header data for this email and determines the identity of 
the sender either from the senders email address or from 
member number metadata received from the assignee server. 
The identity of the sender along with other information 
needed to authenticate the email Such as a reconstructed 
digital signature is then sent to the assignee server with a 
request to authenticate the email to make Sure it is actually 
from the white list sender it purports to be from. The 
assignee server then authenticates the email in any way, 
typically by comparing the reconstructed digital signature to 
the original digital signature created when the email was 
sent. If the email appears to be authentic, the assignee server 
sends back the data needed for the popup box. The value 
added process then renders the popup box using the data 
received from the assignee server. 
Affinity Display 
0.147. In some embodiments, it is useful to have a visual 
cue on the display of emails which gives an immediate 
indication to the user regarding the strength of the relation 
ship with a particular email sender. FIG. 2 shows one species 
of this subclass of embodiments with an affinity display 
shown at 150 as a grouping of stars or asterisks. Any symbol 
could be used. The idea is that the number of symbols in the 
group is an indication of the strength of the relationship with 
that sender. The visual indicator could also be a distinctive 
color with several different colors being used to represent 
several different levels of strength of relationship. 
0.148. In the embodiments represented by FIG. 2, the 
number of stars present at 150 is based upon the number of 
email interactions had with the sender. The number of email 
interactions is stored and retrieved from a server which can 
be the same server used to store sender information (use 
assignee server). In other embodiments, the recipient may 
enter data in a configuration file in the assignee server which 
manually establishes the strength of the relationship with 
each member of the recipients white list. 
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Embodiments Using Third Party Authentication 
Services 

0149 Referring to FIG. 13, there is shown an overview 
process flow diagram showing one class of embodiments of 
how emails are authenticated and categorized and displayed 
with Truemark pay-for-play branding or white list icons or 
fraud icons. Block 152 represents a browser process or email 
client process running on a computer at a branded sender 
Such as Citibank. A user composes an email addressed to the 
user of computer 154. This mail is sent by regular channels, 
as symbolized by line 156 and is routed to the recipient 
computer 154 which receives it either by using a browser 
process or an email client in the manner described previ 
ously, a process represented by block 158. 

0150 Block 160 represents a process of checking the 
received email for domain authenticity and integrity. No 
logo display by the value added process nor any other 
process by the value added process running in recipient 
computer 154 will be carried out to call attention to an email 
in a particular category until the email has been authenti 
cated. 

0151. In carrying out this authentication process, any 
known process to check to verify the domain the email came 
from is the domain the email purports to have come from 
will Suffice, and that is the meaning of domain authenticity. 
Further, any known process to check the integrity of the 
email to ensure it has not been tampered with will suffice, 
and that is the meaning of integrity. One example of how 
both domain authenticity and integrity can be checked is 
through use of any implementation that complies with the 
Domain Keys specification patented by Yahoo. Other 
examples of technologies that can be used to check domain 
authenticity and/or integrity are: the techniques available 
from Message Level, Inc. (special token created on a server 
when an email sent and with email received, the token is 
retrieved, its presence indicating the email is valid; those 
technologies taught in U.S. patent application entitled 
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR IMPLEMENTING A 
MICROPAYMENT SYSTEM TO CONTROL E-MAIL 
SPAM, filed Feb. 12, 2004 and having Ser. No. 10/778,956, 
which is hereby incorporated by reference: SPF/Sender ID 
(a technology AOL tried to implement involving publishing 
an anti-spam policy about who can send mail on behalf of 
the company usually listing a specific IP address or range of 
addresses, and the receiver of the mail verifies the sender 
using the policy); S/MIME (email is encapsulated in an 
envelope, and the contents of the envelope is encrypted with 
a private key of a public key-private key pair—the senders 
public key is used to decrypt the envelope contents) and 
cryptographic techniques (the message is encrypted with the 
private key of the sender, and the recipient looks up the 
public key of the sender and uses it to decrypt the message). 

0152. After the domain authenticity and integrity of the 
message have been checked, a value added process coop 
erating with a web browser process or email client process 
executing in computer 154 obtains the information in the 
sender field of the header of each email and sends that 
information to a server run by the assignee, represented by 
block 162. The process of sending the sender field contents 
to server 162 with a request to look up the “reputation of 
the sender is represented by line 164. The reputation of the 
sender is at least what category is the sender in: branded; 
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white list; fraudulent; or other. In some embodiments, 
another category is present which is a person who is a 
Subscriber to the assignee's services but who is not on a 
white list of the recipient, not fraudulent and not a branded 
sender. The assignee server 162 uses the sender's identifi 
cation information to look up the category of the sender and 
sends back that information to client computer 154. 
0.153 Finally, the client computer value added process 
uses that reputation information and the information devel 
oped during the domain authenticity and integrity check to 
change the function calls and arguments made by the email 
client process or the web browser process to the operating 
system of computer 154 to cause any of the displays or other 
methods described above of calling attention to emails of 
different categories in different ways, as represented by 
block 166. If an email is authentic and from a branded 
sender, the preferred embodiment displays the Truemark of 
the sender in the sender column. The Truemarks and white 
list logos and fraud logos may be stored in computer 154 or 
fetched from assignee server 162 using location information 
supplied by server 162 with the reply to the reputation 
lookup request 164. 
0154 FIG. 14 is a protocol flow diagram of one embodi 
ment of a process implemented by uniquely programmed 
computers to do the authentication process mentioned above 
in the description of the protocol and flow of communica 
tions represented by FIG. 13. A client computer 152 on the 
network (or stand alone) originates an email and sends it 
(169) to the outgoing mail server 170 of the branded sender 
(if they have their own email servers) or of an ISP with 
whom the sender has an account in the case of either a 
branded sender or a white list sender. All branded senders 
will have to have a Domain Keys implementation running 
on their outgoing mail server 170 in order to digitally sign 
outgoing emails. The domain keys implementation can be 
anything, and free copies are available for download. All 
domain keys implementations must comply with the 
Domain Keys specification. The server 170 signs the mail 
with a private encryption key of MUA 152 from a private 
key, public key encryption key pair. 
0.155) A digital signature is prepared (172) to protect the 
parts of the email to be protected from tampering using the 
private key of MUA 152. To compute the digital signature, 
the main body of the email, any attachments and anything 
else that needs to be protected from tampering (such as the 
header) is hashed. That hash value is then encrypted with the 
private key of the domain from which the email originated 
to generate a digital signature. That digital signature is then 
put into a special header in the email. 
0156 The digitally signed email is then sent (174) over 
the internet 176 and gets routed to the incoming mail server 
178 of the recipient. The email which is sent has the body of 
the email and the header sent in the clear but includes the 
digital signature in the authentication header. 
0157 The incoming mail server 178 sends the email to 
the recipient’s client computer 180 when an email client (not 
shown) process on client computer 180 requests download 
of the recipient’s emails. Alternatively, server 178 is a web 
mail server and, when a web browser process (not shown) on 
the client computer 180 logs in and requests display of the 
recipient’s emails, the server 178 sends data to client 180 
which causes the client to display an email inbox and a list 
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view of the emails that have not been previously down 
loaded. When the user clicks on an email, a request is sent 
to server 178 to send data that causes client computer 180 to 
display the contents of the email, and that data is then sent. 
A value added process running in the client computer then 
fetches the main body, header and digital signature of each 
signed email. 
0158. The client computer must then authenticate the 
email. To do this, the client computer 180 sends a request to 
a DNS server 182 of the sender. This request is for the public 
key of the sender. The DNS server replies by sending the 
public key back to the client computer. The client computer 
180 then computes the same hash value from the same parts 
of the email and using the same hash algorithm that was used 
when the digital signature was originally prepared. The 
client computer then decrypts the digital signature from the 
email header with the public key to recover the original hash 
value and compares the two hash values. If the hash values 
match, the email has not been tampered with. If the hash 
values do not match, the client computer determines that the 
email has been tampered with. 
0159. Because the public key comes from the domain 
name server of the sender the email purports to be from, if 
the public key does not match the public key in the public 
private key pair of the sender, then it means the email did not 
originate in that domain and is a spoof or otherwise fraudu 
lent. Also, if the digital signature does not decrypt properly, 
the email has been tampered with. 
0160 The client computer then proceeds to a reputation 
lookup as previously described in connection with the 
discussion of FIG. 13. 

0161 FIG. 15 is a flow diagram of another way of doing 
the authentication step. The embodiment represented by the 
process flow of FIG. 15 differs from the embodiment rep 
resented by the process flow of FIG. 14 in that the digital 
signature verification is done in server 178 instead of client 
computer 180. In some embodiments of this species, the web 
mail server 178 will not even display an email in a list of a 
recipient’s emails unless the email has been authenticated. In 
other embodiments, the list of emails will be displayed to a 
web browser running on client computer 180 and the head 
ers thereof can be fetched by the value added process 
running in computer 180, but until the email is authenti 
cated, no data is added to its header indicating the mail is 
authenticated. Until Such data is added to an email header, 
the value added process running in client computer 180 will 
treat it as outlaw email and will not display any Truemark or 
white list logo. In some species, the value added process will 
not display the email at all until Some data is found in the 
authentication header indicating the email is or is not 
authentic. Appropriate action regarding checking the cat 
egory status of the email is then taken to determine how to 
display it. 
0162. In the process of FIG. 15, the originator computer 
creates and sends the email to outgoing mail server 170 
which signs it with a private key and sends it over the 
internet to an incoming mail server 178 (or web mail server). 
The email is sent with the body, header and any attachments 
in the clear with the digital signature in the authentication 
header. 

0163 To authenticate the email, the hash which was used 
to create the digital signature is re-created in the incoming 
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mail server 178 in the same way as described with respect 
to the embodiment of FIG. 14 (the body and attachments are 
hashed using the same hash algorithm as was used to create 
the hash which was input to the digital signature process). To 
authenticate the email, the incoming mail server 178 then 
makes a request 179 to DNS server 182 in the domain of the 
sender for the public key that corresponds to the sender 
identity of the email received. The DNS server sends back 
the public key, and the server 178 then uses the public key 
to decrypt the digital signature in the email's authentication 
header to recover the original hash and compares the two 
hash values to verify integrity and domain authenticity. If the 
digital signature does not decrypt properly, there is a mis 
match in the private-public key pair and the email probably 
did not originate from the domain of the domain name server 
182. The email is then sent to the client computer 180 with 
information inserted in a new header called an authentica 
tion results, said information indicating whether the email 
passed authentication or not (181). 
0164. The client computer 180 has a value added plug in 
process running on it. This value added process fetches the 
header and authentication results header of each email. It 
then performs the reputation lookup process previously 
described for all emails which are authentic by sending the 
sender identity (contents of the sender field in the header) to 
a server operated by the assignee. Status information is then 
looked up by the assignee server, and sent back to the client 
computer value added process with a pointer to any True 
mark logo or white list logo associated with any email in the 
branded sender or white list category. This lookup uses the 
sender identity to first determine if the sender is a branded 
sender. If not, then the recipient identity (which is also sent 
by the client computer 180 with the request) is used to look 
up the buddy list of this recipient and determine if the sender 
is on that buddy list. The value added process then uses this 
status information received back from the assignee server to 
control the client computer to call attention to the various 
categories of emails in any of the different predetermined 
ways previously discussed. In some embodiments, there is 
another category of sender which are not branded senders, 
not white list buddies, but they are members with subscrip 
tions to the service provided by the assignee. 
0.165 FIG. 16 is a table that shows what is displayed for 
each different authentication result for each different cat 
egory in embodiments where there are five categories: 
Truemark customer with FUAP set to true; Truemark cus 
tomer with FUAP set to false; white list buddy; non member 
buddy; and non member. 
0166 The first line in FIG. 16, shown at 200 indicates 
what will be displayed in a display such as that shown in 
FIG. 2 for three different authentication test results when the 
FUAP option is set to true. If an email originates from the 
Truemark customer's domain, and it passes the authentica 
tion tests described above, this case will be referred as the 
Truemark case. In the Truemark case, the Truemark logo or 
registered trademark of the customer will be displayed in the 
sender column 10 of FIG. 2. This logo or registered trade 
mark will be displayed in the sender column if and only if 
the sender proves the right to use the mark to the assignee 
of the invention during the due diligence process carried out 
when each Truemark customer first subscribes to the pro 
tected email space service. If an email originates from a 
Truemark customer's domain, but this email does not pass 
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the authentication test or the authentication test has not been 
performed, then the fraud icon 42 will be displayed in the 
sender column or next to the sender column with the identity 
of the sender grayed out with a strikethough font displayed 
or the word "phishing displayed in a grayed out, 
strikethrough font such as is shown at 42 in FIG. 2. 
0167 Line 202 of FIG. 16 indicates what will be dis 
played for various authentication results for a Truemark 
customer with its FUAP option set to false. If an email 
originates from the customer's domain and it passes the 
authentication test, the customer's Truemark will be dis 
played. If the email fails the authentication test or the 
authentication test has not been performed, then nothing will 
be displayed meaning the email will not be displayed at all 
in some embodiments or the email subject line will be 
displayed, but nothing will be displayed in the sender 
column for that email. 

0168 If the sender is a white list buddy, line 204 indicates 
that the sender's buddy icon or a generic white list icon will 
be displayed next to the sender column or in the sender 
column regardless if the email passes, fails or is not tested 
by the authentication process. 
0169 Line 206 signifies that if the sender is a non 
member buddy, the generic non buddy icon will be displayed 
next to or in the sender column for that email. 

0170 Finally, line 208 signifies that if an email is from a 
non member, nothing will be displayed (no special logos or 
other calling attention techniques employeed) for this email 
and it will be displayed just like any regular email was 
displayed before this invention. 
0171 FIG. 17 is a flowchart of the preferred embodiment 
of a process for displaying external personalized sender data 
with a received email. Step 210 represents the process of the 
assignee server storing personalized data for a sender Such 
as the data displayed in the mouse over example previously 
discussed. This happens when a member subscribes to the 
service so he or she can upload a buddy icon for storage in 
the assignee server. 
0172 Step 212 represents the sender sending an email to 
a recipient. In step 214, the recipient receives the email. In 
step 216, the recipient’s MUA client system requests from 
the assignee server the sender's personalized data. The 
assignee server receives the request and applies any relevant 
policies applying to data access in steps 218 and 220. The 
recipient’s MUA system receives the sender's personalized 
data from the assignee server in step 222, and displays it in 
association with the sender's email in step 224. This can be, 
for example, by displaying the personalized sender data in a 
pop up window when the mouse is passed over the email 
from that sender displayed in the email list view. 
0173 FIG. 18 is a flowchart of the preferred process of 
presenting an unsubscribe interface. This ability to unsub 
scribe is required by federal law. Step 226 represents the 
process of the sender creating an unsubscribe web service. 
In step 228, the unsubscribe service link is stored as sender 
data on the assignee server system. In step 230, the sender 
sends an email to a recipient., and in step 232, the recipient 
receives the email. In step 234, the client system requests the 
sender's data which was stored in step 228 from the assignee 
server. The assignee server receives this request in step 236 
and returns the sender data in step 238. The returned data 
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includes the unsubscribe web service link. In step 240, the 
recipient’s MUA client system receives the sender unsub 
scribe link. In step 242, the client MUA displays a button in 
association with the email for unsubscribing to sender 
emails. If the recipient “presses the button', the unsubscribe 
link is invoked and the recipient is removed from the 
sender's email list. 

0.174 FIG. 19 is a flowchart of a process for presenting 
frequency metrics which are used by the recipient MUA to 
create distinctive displays for emails, said displays indicat 
ing the amount of communication that has historically been 
had with the sender of an email to which the frequency 
metrics apply. Step 244 represents the process of an email 
client sending a tuple contain the sender and receiver of an 
email to the assignee server whenever an email is sent or 
received. In step 245, the assignee server updates a count 
pertaining to the particular sender and receiver identified in 
the received tuple. Separate counts are maintained in the 
assignee server for each sender and recipient of which it has 
been informed. Step 246 represents the process of sending 
the email to the recipient from the sender MUA. In step 248, 
the recipient MUA receives the email. In step 250, the 
recipient MUA sends a message to the assignee server 
requesting a count of the number of emails that have been 
sent between the sender and receiver of the email just 
received. In step 252, the assignee server receives this 
request, and in step 254, the assignee server returns the 
requested count. In step 256, the client system receives the 
count data from the assignee server, and, in step 258, the 
client MUA process displays the email with a number of 
stars near the sender identification field, the number of stars 
being indicative of the number of emails that have passed 
between the sender and receiver historically. See FIG. 2 step 
150 for an example display of a metric for frequency of 
communication. 

0175 FIG. 20 is a flowchart of the preferred embodiment 
process for detecting fraudulent emails and displaying them 
with a fraud indication. Step 260 represents the process of a 
legitimate sender storing a policy for detecting emails that 
are fraudulent on the assignee server. Such a policy typically 
is that all email which has not passed an authentication and 
integrity check must be presented as fraudulent. Step 262 
represents the process of a phisher or other fraudulent sender 
(hereafter the phisher) sending an email claiming to be from 
the legitimate sender which established the policy in step 
260. In Such a case, the phisher's mail transfer agent process 
forwards the email but does not digitally sign the email, as 
represented by step 264. Step 266 represents the process of 
the recipient’s mail transfer agent checking for a digital 
signature (which all legitimate emails from the legitimate 
sender will have) in the received email and not finding one. 
Step 268 represents the process of adding an authentication 
header to the email having data indicating that authentica 
tion failed. Step 270 represents the process of the receiver 
receiving the email that failed authentication. Step 272 
represents the process of the recipient MUA client system 
making a request for sender data to the assignee server. In 
step 274, the assignee server system receives the request, 
and in 276, the assignee server returns the sender data 
including the fraud policy. In step 278, the client system 
receives the fraud policy sent from the assignee server. In 
step 280, the receipient MUA client system looks at the 
authentication header of the received email and notes it 
failed authentication. It then looks at the fraud policy of the 
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sender and determines that the email should be displayed 
with a fraud indication next to it. The recipient MUA client 
computer then displays the email with a fraud logo next to 
the sender column or in any other way indicates the email is 
fraudulent. 

0176 Referring to FIG. 21, there is shown a flow diagram 
of a process carried out by a value added process to 
authenticate and integrity check incoming emails and dis 
play Truemarks. In step 282, a web browser launches and 
starts publishing events. In step 284, the value added process 
launches and starts monitoring events. The value added 
process detects an event indicating the web browser has 
been directed to a webmail page on which the user has an 
email account. In step 288, the user logs onto the webmail 
service, and the webmail server sends to the user's MUA a 
page displaying the user's inbox (or whatever other view the 
user requests such as sent, trash, etc.). In step 290, the user 
detects this event and fetches the header of each email 
displayed from the webmail server. The value added process 
then makes a web service call to retrieve the Truemark of the 
sender (if available) for each sender's email address in the 
inbox. This call is typically made to the assignee server, but 
the Truemarks may be stored elsewhere and the recipient 
MUA knows where they are stored from previous commu 
nications. For any emails for which the sender has a True 
mark, an authentication check is made to ensure the email in 
fact came from that sender, and an integrity check is made 
to verify that the email has not been altered from its original 
state. For example, if the sender publishes a domain keys 
record, then a domain keys validation is performed in 
accordance with the domain keys specification. In step 296, 
the emails which have passed the authentication and integ 
rity checks are deteremined from data in an authentication 
header added by the authentication and integrity checking 
process. In step 298, the recipient MUA client system 
request the fraud policy of the sender from the assignee 
server and receives it. Finally, in step 300, the fraud policy 
is examined and the authentication header of each email 
from the sender whose fraud policy was downloaded is 
examined. For those emails which passed the authentication 
and integrity checks and who satisfy the fraud policy, a 
Truemark is displayed. 
0177 Although the invention has been disclosed in terms 
of the preferred and alternative embodiments disclosed 
herein, those skilled in the art will appreciate that modifi 
cations ad improvements may be made without departing 
from the scope of the invention. All such modifications are 
intended to be included within the scope of the claims 
appended hereto. 

1. A method comprising: 
Verifying an association between a sender and at least one 

of trademarks, service marks, copyrighted data, Sounds, 
Smells, jingles, licensed data and other graphical marks; 

receiving in a device capable of displaying emails oper 
ated by a receiver at least information about an email 
from said sender, wherein said receiver's domain name 
may or may not be the same as sender's domain name, 

checking said received email for authentication and/or 
integrity, 

using a mail user agent to control said device capable of 
displaying emails to display at least some information 
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about said received email and use a particular graphical 
mark somewhere in the display of information associ 
ated with said authenticated and integrity checked 
email to call attention to said email. 

2. The method in claim 1 wherein the email is represented 
by a Summary line in an email list view. 

3. The method in claim 2 wherein the contents in an 
existing column of the email list view is replaced with a 
graphical mark. 

4. The method in claim 2 wherein a new column is added 
to the list view for displaying graphical marks. 

5. The method in claim 2 wherein a graphical mark is 
added to the contents in an existing column of the email list 
view. 

6. The method in claim 1 wherein the information dis 
played about the email is the main body of the email as well 
as header data. 

7. The method in claim 1 wherein two or more processes 
collectively perform the mail user agent functionality. 

8-25. (canceled) 
26. A method, comprising: 
verifying an association between a sender and at least one 

of trademarks, service marks, copyrighted data, Sounds, 
Smells, jingles, licensed data, and other graphical 
marks; 

receiving at a receivers computer in a receiver domain a 
first email from a first sender, wherein said receiver's 
domain name may or may not be the same as senders 
domain name, 

receiving at a receivers computer in a receiver domain a 
second email from a second sender, wherein said 
receiver's domain name may or may not be the same as 
Sender's domain name, 

checking said first and second received emails for authen 
tication and integrity, 

if said first email passes said authentication and integrity 
checks, but said second email did not, using a mail user 
agent executing on said receiver's computer to control 
said receiver's computer to display at least some infor 
mation about said first received email and use a graphi 
cal mark somewhere in the display of information 
associated with said first email to call attention to said 
first email using said graphical mark, but not using the 
graphical mark in a display of at least Some information 
associated with said second received email. 

27. The method in claim 26 wherein said graphical mark 
displayed with information associated with said first email is 
a graphic associated with said sender of said first email and 
wherein information associated with said second email is 
displayed with another graphic associated with emails which 
have failed either said authentication or said integrity checks 
and both graphics appear in different columns of a list view 
providing visually distinctiveness. 

28. The method in claim 26 wherein a another graphical 
mark is associated with said second email which has not 
passed a check for authentication or integrity but wherein 
display of this particular graphical mark is Suppressed 
because of failure of said second email to pass said authen 
tication or integrity checks. 

29. The method in claim 26 wherein another graphical 
mark for an email which has not passed a check for 
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authentication or integrity is replaced with a generic graphic 
displayed with emails which have failed either said authen 
tication or integrity checks. 

30. The method in claim 26 wherein two or more pro 
cesses collectively perform the mail user agent role. 

31-32. (canceled) 
33. A method comprising: 
storing data and/or programming instructions on a first 

computer which data and/or programming instructions 
implement an unsubscribe service for a sender of 
emails; 

receiving on a second computer an email from said sender 
who has implemented said unsubscribe service on said 
first computer and determining from said email that 
said sender has implemented an unsubscribe service; 
and 

using said mail user agent to control said second computer 
to present a user interface allowing at least information 
associated with said email to be displayed and display 
ing a user interface tool which can be invoked to invoke 
said unsubscribe service. 

34. The method in claim 33 wherein said email is repre 
sented by a Summary line in a list view and wherein said 
functionality of said mail user agent is carried out by a 
browser or email client and a plug in. 

35. The method in claim 33 wherein a body of said email 
is displayed when said unsubscribe service is displayed. 

36. The method in claim 33 wherein said unsubscribe 
service is presented as a result of a mouse over event and 
where the area moused over to cause said display is not in 
the body of said email. 

37. The method in claim 33 wherein said unsubscribe 
service is presented as the result of clicking a button 
displayed on said second computer by said mail user agent 
where said button is not located in the body of the email. 

38. The method in claim 33 wherein said unsubscribe 
service is displayed in a popup window. 

39. The method in claim 33 wherein said unsubscribe 
service activates when a button which is displayed on said 
second computer by said mail user agent is clicked. 

40. The method in claim 33 wherein said unsubscribe 
service activates when a link displayed by said mail user 
agent on said second computer is clicked. 

41. The method in claim 33 wherein two or more pro 
cesses collectively perform the role of said mail user agent. 

42. A system comprising: 
a collection agent executing on a computer to gather 

qualitative or quantitative metrics regarding the fre 
quency of communication between sender and receiver 
pairs of email traffic and for sending said metrics to a 
server, and 

a server comprising: 
a data storage component for receiving communications 

from said collection agent containing metrics pertain 
ing to each sender and receiver pair and storing said 
metrics and associating said metrics with said sender 
and receiver pair to which said metrics pertain; 

a request fulfillment component to receive requests for 
said metrics pertaining to each sender and receiver pair 
from a mail user agent executing on a computer and 
responding thereto by looking up said metrics pertain 
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ing to each said sender and receiver pair and sending 
same to said mail user agent which requested said 
metrics; and 

a mail user agent structured to control a computer of a 
receiver to receive an email from a sender and to 
request of said server metrics applicable to said 
receiver-Sender pair, and having a display component 
structured to control said receiver computer to display 
at least some information regarding said received email 
along with some humanly perceptible user interface 
means to call attention to said email in a predetermined 
way based upon said metrics. 

43. The system in claim 42 wherein said display compo 
nent is a browser. 

44. The system in claim 42 wherein said collection is 
computer code for controlling a computer to gather said 
metric data and which is integrated with an email client. 

45. The system in claim 42 wherein said collection agent 
is computer code for controlling a computer to gather said 
metric data and which is integrated with an email server. 

46. The system in claim 42 wherein said mail user agent 
display component represents computer code to control said 
receiver computer to display an email with a Summary line 
in a list view. 

47. The system in claim 42 wherein the mail user agent 
display component is computer code for controlling said 
receiver computer to at least display the body of a received 
email. 

48. The system in claim 42 wherein two or more processes 
collectively perform the mail user agent role. 

49. A method comprising: 
receiving an email from a sender using a mail user agent; 
accessing said senders fraud policy and checking said 

received email against said fraud policy to determine if 
said email is fraudulent; and 

if said received email fails the requirements published as 
part of said fraud policy which includes as a minimum 
requirement that said received email pass authentica 
tion and integrity checks, controlling said device 
capable of displaying emails to display at least some 
information associated with said received email and 
providing information indicating said email is fraudu 
lent. 

50. The method in claim 49 wherein accessing said 
senders fraud policy and checking said email against said 
fraud policy is carried out at a mail transfer agent and 
wherein controlling said device capable of displaying emails 
comprises at least placing an authentication header in said 
email at said mail transfer agent, said authentication header 
including information indicating said email failed to pass 
standards set by said fraud policy, and wherein said authen 
tication header is used by a mail user agent to control said 
device capable of displaying emails to display information 
associated with said email along with a fraud graphic. 

51. The method in claim 49 wherein providing informa 
tion indicating said email is fraudulent includes controlling 
a device capable of displaying emails such that mousing 
over or clicking a displayed fraud graphic associated with a 
display of information associated with an email which has 
failed said fraud policy causes a display to appear which 
explains why said email has failed said senders fraud 
policy. 
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52. The method in claim 49 wherein controlling said 
device capable of displaying emails controls said device to 
mark as fraudulent emails which do not have information 
therein indicating that authentication and/or integrity check 
ing cannot be performed. 

53. The method in claim 49 wherein controlling said 
device capable of displaying emails controls said device 
indicating that if the sender of said received email does not 
have an applicable fraud policy and said received email has 
not passed a check for authentication or integrity, a different 
user interface mechanism is used to call attention to said 
received email. 

54. The method in claim 49 wherein controlling said 
device capable of displaying emails controls said device 
indicating that if an email has been determined to be spam, 
a different user interface mechanism is used to call attention 
thereto. 

55. The method in claim 49 wherein determining if said 
email is fraudulent is carried out by a mail transfer agent in 
carrying out an integrity check and/or an authentication 
check and placing an authentication header in said email 
which includes information regarding the results of said 
authentication check and/or said integrity check, and 
wherein accessing said fraud policy and checking said email 
against said fraud policy is carried out by a mail user agent 
which accesses said senders fraud policy and at least uses 
information in said authentication header to confirm said 
email is authentic and has not been tampered with. 

56. The method of claim 49 wherein determining if said 
email is fraudulent by accessing said senders fraud policy 
and checking said received email against said fraud policy, 
wherein the fraud policy checking is carried out by a mail 
user agent controlling said device capable of displaying 
emails. 

57-65. (canceled) 
66. A method, comprising: 

Verifying an association among at least one of a sender 
and one or more graphical marks: 

controlling a receiver's computer in a receiver domain 
using a browser or email client and a plug in to receive 
a first email from a first sender, wherein said receiver's 
domain name may or may not be the same as sender's 
domain name, 

controlling a receiver's computer in a receiver domain 
using a browser or email client and a plug in to receive 
a second email from a second sender, wherein said 
receiver's domain name may or may not be the same as 
Sender's domain name, 

using said browser or email client and a plug in to check 
said first and second received emails for authentication 
and integrity, 

if said first email passed said authentication and integrity 
checks, but said second email did not, using said 
browser or email client and a plug in executing on said 
receiver's computer to control said receiver's computer 
to display at least some information associated with 
said first received email and to use a particular one of 
the graphical marks somewhere in the display of infor 
mation associated with said first email to call attention 
to said first email using said particular graphical mark, 
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but not using one of the graphical marks in a display of 
at least some information associated with said second 
received email. 

67. An apparatus comprising: 
a computer programmed with an operating system and a 

value added service comprised of one or more com 
puter programs which control said computer to: 
receive an email on said computer from a sender whose 
domain may or may not be the same as a domain of 
said computer, and 

sending a message to a server requesting a graphic 
associated with said sender; 

receiving said graphic and displaying said graphic in 
association with a display of said email to set said 
email apart from other emails. 

68. The apparatus of claim 67 wherein said one or more 
computer programs which implement the value added ser 
Vice are a browser and a plug in. 

69. The apparatus of claim 67 wherein said one or more 
computer programs which implement the value added ser 
Vice are an email client and a plug in. 

70. A system comprising: 
a collection agent executing on a computer to gather 

qualitative or quantitative metrics regarding the fre 
quency of communication between sender and receiver 
pairs of email traffic and for sending said metrics to a 
server; 

a server comprising: 
a data storage component for receiving communica 

tions from said collection agent containing metrics 
pertaining to each sender and receiver pair and 
storing said metrics and associating said metrics with 
said sender and receiver pair to which said metrics 
pertain; and 

a request fulfillment component to receive requests for 
said metrics pertaining to each sender and receiver 
pair from a mail user agent executing on a computer 
and responding 

thereto by looking up said metrics pertaining to each said 
Sender and receiver pair and sending the same to said 
mail user agent which requested said metrics; 

a browser or email client and a plug structured to coop 
erate for controlling a computer of a receiver that 
receives an email from a sender and that requests said 
server metrics, which is applicable to said receiver 
Sender pair, and further having a display component 
structured to control said receiver computer for dis 
playing at least Some information regarding said 
received email along with some humanly perceptible 
user interface means to call attention to said email in a 
predetermined way based upon said server metrics. 

71. (canceled) 
72. A value added service, comprising: 
using an email client with a plug in to control a computer 

to receive an email; 
controlling said computer with said email client and 

plug-in to carry out value added services which cause 
said computer to: 
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checking each said received email for authentication 
and/or, integrity; and 

displaying a fraud graphic in association with email which 
failed either said authentication or said integrity check. 

73. A method comprising: 
receiving, at a device capable of receiving emails operated 
by a receiver, an email from a sender, wherein said 
receiver's domain name may or may not be the same as 
Sender's domain name, 

checking said received email for authentication and/or 
integrity; and 

using a mail user agent to control said device capable of 
receiving emails to display at least Some information 
associated with said received email and use a graphical 
mark somewhere in the display of information associ 
ated with said authenticated and integrity checked 
email to call attention to said email. 

74. The method of claim 73 wherein said authentication 
and integrity are performed by said mail user agent. 

75. The method of claim 73 wherein said authentication 
and integrity checking are done by an incoming mail server. 

76. An apparatus comprising: 
a computer programmed with an operating system and 

further programmed to carry out the following process: 
receiving in a device capable of displaying emails oper 

ated by a receiver, at least information associated with 
an email from said sender, wherein said receiver's 
domain name may or may not be the same as sender's 
domain name, 

checking said received email for authentication and/or 
integrity; and 

using a mail user agent to control said device, capable of 
displaying emails, to display at least some information 
associated with said received email and using a graphi 
cal mark somewhere in the display of information 
associated with said authenticated and integrity 
checked email to call attention to said email. 

77-78. (canceled) 
79. An apparatus comprising: 
a computer programmed with an operating system and 

further programmed to carry out the following process: 

receiving an email from a sender whose domain can be 
different than the domain of the receiver; and 

using a mail user agent to control a device capable of 
displaying email to display at least Some information 
associated with said received email and to display a 
graphic associated with said sender somewhere in the 
display of information associated with said email to call 
attention to said email. 

80. An apparatus comprising: 

a computer programmed with an operating system and 
further programmed to carry out the following process: 

receiving at a receiver's computer in a receiver domain 
a first email from a first sender, wherein said receiv 
er's domain name may or may not be the same as 
sender's domain name, 
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receiving at a receiver's computer in a receiver domain 
a second email from a second sender, wherein said 
receiver's domain name may or may not be the same 
as sender's domain name, 

checking said first and second received emails for 
authentication and integrity, and 

if said first email passed said authentication and integ 
rity checks, but said second email did not, using a 
mail user agent executing on said receiver's com 
puter to control said receiver's computer to display at 
least some information associated with said first 
received email and use a graphical mark Somewhere 
in the display of information associated with said 
first email to call attention to said first email using 
said graphical mark, but not using another graphical 
mark in a display of at least some information about 
said second received email. 

81. (canceled) 
82. An apparatus comprising: 
a computer programmed with an operating system and 

further programmed to carry out the following process: 

storing data and/or programming instructions on a first 
computer which data and/or programming instruc 
tions implement an unsubscribe service for a sender 
of emails; 

receiving on a second computer an email from said 
sender who has implemented said unsubscribe ser 
Vice on said first computer and determining from 
said email that said sender has implemented an 
unsubscribe service; and 

using said mail user agent to control said second 
computer to present a user interface allowing at least 
information associated with said email to be dis 
played and displaying a user interface tool which can 
be invoked to invoke said unsubscribe service. 

83. An apparatus comprising: 
a computer programmed with an operating system and 

further programmed to carry out the following process: 

receiving an email from a sender using a mail user 
agent, 

accessing said senders fraud policy and checking said 
received email against said fraud policy to determine 
if said email is fraudulent; and 

if said received email fails requirements published as 
part of said fraud policy which includes as a mini 
mum requirement that said received email pass 
authentication and integrity checks, controlling said 
device capable of displaying emails to display at 
least Some information associated with said received 
email and provide information indicating said email 
is fraudulent. 

84. An apparatus comprising: 
a computer programmed with an operating system and 

further programmed to carry out the following process: 

detecting an event in a device capable of displaying 
emails indicating a browser has or is attempting to 
contact a web mail service; 
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intercepting events returned to said browser by said 
web mail service; 

controlling said device capable of displaying emails in 
an email account to at least one of: 

1) implement a value added service associated with an 
email; 2) present as a display on said device a method 
to access the value added service pertaining to said 
emails being displayed; and 3) incorporate data into the 
display of said emails, wherein the data would not 
otherwise be in the display. 

85. An apparatus comprising: 
a computer programmed with an operating system and 

further programmed to carry out the following process: 

detecting an event in a computer indicating a browser 
has or is attempting to establish a session with a web 
mail service to view received emails; 

intercepting events returned to said browser by said 
web mail service; 

controlling said computer with a browser plug-in to 
carry out value added services which cause said 
computer to: 

check each said received email for authentication and/or 
integrity, and 

display at least Some information about each said received 
email which has passed said authentication and integ 
rity check and use a graphical mark somewhere in the 
display of information associated with said email to call 
attention to said email. 

86. An apparatus comprising: 
a computer programmed with an operating system and 

further programmed to carry out the following process: 

detecting an event in said computer indicating a 
browser has or is attempting to establish a session 
with a web mail service to view received emails; 

intercepting events returned to said browser by said 
web mail service; 

controlling said computer with a browser or email 
client and a plug-in to carry out value added services 
which cause said computer to: 
check each said received email for authentication 

and/or integrity, and 

display a fraud graphic in association with an email 
which failed either said authentication or said 
integrity check. 

87. An apparatus comprising: 

a computer programmed with an operating system and 
further programmed to carry out the following process: 

using an email client with a plug in to control said 
computer to receive an email; 

controlling said computer to carry out value added 
services which cause said computer to: 
check each said received email for authentication 

and/or integrity, and 
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display a fraud graphic in association with an email 
which failed either said authentication or said 
integrity check. 

88. A computer-readable media having computer-readable 
instructions that, when loaded into a computer, cause said 
computer to carry out the following process: 

receiving, in a device capable of displaying emails oper 
ated by a receiver, at least information associated with 
an email from said sender, wherein said receiver's 
domain name may or may not be the same as sender's 
domain name, 

checking said received email for authentication and/or 
integrity, and 

using a mail user agent to control said device capable of 
displaying emails to display at least Some information 
about said received email and use a graphical mark 
Somewhere in the display of information associated 
with said authenticated and integrity checked email to 
call attention to said email. 

89-91. (canceled) 
92. A computer-readable media having computer-readable 

instructions that, when loaded into a computer, program said 
computer to carry out the following process: 

receiving, at a receiver's computer in a receiver domain, 
a first email from a first sender, wherein said receiver's 
domain name may or may not be the same as sender's 
domain name, 

receiving at a receivers computer in a receiver domain a 
second email from a second sender, wherein said 
receiver's domain name may or may not be the same as 
Sender's domain name, 

checking said first and second received emails for authen 
tication and integrity, and 

if said first email passed said authentication and integrity 
checks, but said second email did not, then using a mail 
user agent executing on said receiver's computer to 
control said receiver's computer to display at least 
Some information associated with said first received 
email and use a graphical mark somewhere in the 
display of information associated with said first email 
to call attention to said first email using said graphical 
mark, but not using another graphical mark in a display 
of at least some information associated with said sec 
ond received email. 

93. (canceled) 
94. A computer-readable media having computer-readable 

instructions that, when loaded into a computer, program said 
computer to carry out the following process: 

storing data and/or programming instructions on a first 
computer which data and/or programming instructions 
implement an unsubscribe service for a sender of 
emails; 

receiving on a second computer an email from said sender 
who has implemented said unsubscribe service on said 
first computer and determining from said email that 
said sender has implemented an unsubscribe service; 
and 

using said mail user agent to control said second computer 
to present a user interface allowing at least information 
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associated with said email to be displayed and display 
ing a user interface tool which can be activated to 
invoke said unsubscribe service. 

95. A computer-readable media having computer-readable 
instructions that, when loaded into a computer, program said 
computer to carry out the following process: 

receiving an email from a sender using a mail user agent; 
accessing said senders fraud policy and checking said 

received email against said fraud policy to determine if 
said email is fraudulent; and 

if said received email fails requirements published as part 
of said fraud policy which includes as a minimum 
requirement that said received email pass authentica 
tion and integrity checks, then controlling said device 
capable of displaying emails to display at least some 
information associated with said received email and 
provide information indicating said email is fraudulent. 

96. A computer-readable media having computer-readable 
instructions that, when loaded into a computer, program said 
computer to carry out the following process: 

detecting an event in a device capable of displaying 
emails indicating a browser has or is attempting to 
contact a web mail service; 

intercepting events returned to said browser by said web 
mail service; 

controlling said device capable of displaying emails in an 
email account to for at least one of 

1) to implement a value added service associated with an 
email; 2) to present as a display on said device a 
method to access the value added service pertaining to 
said emails being displayed; and 3) to incorporate data 
into the display of said emails which would not other 
wise be in the display. 

97. A computer-readable media having computer-readable 
instructions that, when loaded into a computer, program said 
computer to carry out the following process: 

detecting an event in a computer indicating a browser has 
or is attempting to establish a session with a web mail 
service to view received emails; 

intercepting events returned to said browser by said web 
mail service; 
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controlling said computer with a browser plug-in to carry 
out value added services which cause said computer to 
at least one of: 

check each said received email for authentication and/or 
integrity, and 

display at least Some information about each said received 
email which has passed said authentication and integ 
rity check and use a graphical mark somewhere in the 
display of information associated with said email to call 
attention to said email. 

98. A computer-readable media having computer-readable 
instructions that, when loaded into a computer, program said 
computer to carry out the following process: 

detecting an event in said computer indicating a browser 
has or is attempting to establish a session with a web 
mail service to view received emails; 

intercepting events returned to said browser by said web 
mail service; 

controlling said computer with a browser or email client 
and a plug-in to carry out value added services which 
cause said computer to at least one of: 
check each said received email for authentication and/ 

or integrity, and 
display a fraud graphic in association with an email 
which failed either said authentication or said integ 
rity check. 

99. A computer-readable media having computer-readable 
instructions that, when loaded into a computer, program said 
computer to carry out the following process: 

using an email client with a plug in to control said 
computer to receive an email; 

controlling said computer with said email client and 
plug-in to carry out value added services which cause 
said computer to at least one of 
check each said received email for authentication and/ 

or integrity, and 
display a fraud graphic in association with an email 
which failed either said authentication or said integ 
rity check. 


